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Final Rites In Akron
For Editor's Mother
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BEFORE CHRISTMAS
11 Shopping Days

Youth Nabbed After
Car Goes Into Ditch

Funeral services foi Mrs. day night and was able to
Ten persons escaped death turned to the scene and found
Beulah Stokes, mother of the talk with him.
early Friday morning when the shotgun out in a field
editor of the Tri,State De- 'HURT IN SPRING
the double blast from a dou- about 50 feet from the car,"
fender, were held on TuesdaYI The editor's mother had
ble-barreled shotgun was fired the homicide officer reported.
in Akron, Ohio, at the Mount been living with a niece, Mrs. L
•
If into their home at 2781 Gravel
Before the Hayes family had
Zion Baptist church.
'Juanita Hammett since she
'
Pit rd.
a chance to confront Grooms
Mrs., Stokes, mother of she was hurt last spring.
Timothy Hayes. a truck on Friday morning, he conThaddeus T. Stokes, II, of
An active church worker,
.
:driver, along with his wife, fessed to having fired the
1806 Edmondson ave., died Mrs. Stokes was affiliated also ok•r.
'mother-in-law and seven chil- double blast into the house.
last Friday morning in St. with the American War MothHe told the Sheriff's departwere miraculously unThomas Hospital where she ers and the Order of the Eastinjured when a 20-year-old ment that in his haste to leave
had gone for treatment for a ern Star. She was the widow li
white youth, Charles Ronald the scene, he did not have a
fall she suffered last spring. of Thaddeus T. Stokes, Sr.,
Without explanation an In- Grooms, of 2370 W. Hallyford chance to put his gun in the
After entering the hospital, who died in 1940.
diana' state policeman sudden- rd., blasted out a kitchen win_ rear of the car, and that when
she became gravely ill and
Survivors include three ly receiving an array of items
he attempted to turn on
dow.
Mr. Stokes rushed home to daughters, Mrs. Rosa Washthrough the mails.
Mrs. Estella Williams, who Sweeney road, the barrel of the
her bedside.
ington and
Miss Elenora
Before the mysterious flow
lives with her daughter and weapon caught in the steerMrs. Dorothy Stokes, who Stokes of Newark, N.J., and of packages was turned
off five
ing wheel and caused him to
remained in Memphis, said Mrs. Naomi Prestburg of Bal- months later, Marion G. Neff grandchildren at the house, crash
into the ditch.
her husband reported in a tele- timore; and another son, Syl- bed every reason to feel like told the Tri-State Defender,
Grooms also told the offiPUSHING COLLEGE FUND
"We
were
just
fortunate
that
phone conversation that his vester Stokes of Akron.
the bride-to-be in the old Engcers that he had gotten into a
Miss Harry Mae Simons, principal of M4gConley, right, principal of Douglass High
Mother rallied after ,he arriv- Turner Funeral Home was in lish madrigal "who got from it was one of those mornings
fight last summer with some
nolia Elementary School and kickoff
School and chairman of the UNCF drive, ed at the hospital on Thura- charge of arrangements.
her true love two turtle doves, that we did not have to get Negro youths and that they
s
Npeegarkoec
., 1,,
a.,1:rokree
e ollalesgte week feoarmtphaeigann eurael,
r gpineettiline
ay
a.tJ
c hee
three French hens, four colly up early and fix breakfast. drove off in a car which rebirds, etc. — plus a partridge The good Lord was with us." sembled the one which was
here L
ehnelete
kds
athnlds Gae;rargeallildollaotwt
Sheriff's deputies were callin a pear tree."
campaign.
Initial financial reports with Melvhi N.
parked in front of the Hayes'
_
Policeman Neff's packages ed immediately after the home. He did not know any
'contained such things as 16 shooting and Mrs. Hayes told of the occupants of the
Maine lobsters, 25 poplar them that after the blasts house.
trees, a rug'from Iran, sweat- were fired, a car was heard
The youth was charged with
ers from Ireland, a guitar with to speed off and crash. An malicious shooting
into a
lessons and title to two lots in automobile was found in a dwelling and reckless driving
ditch on nearby Sweeney rd.,
Honolulu,
his
and
bond set at $LOW.
Authorities were quick to and its tire prints indicated
The second Sabin oral "There may be some who
Mrs. Williams said that
that it had turned off of Gray.
they have been living in the
Sunday, when Type III Sabin question why Type III vac- conclude that someone was
el Pit.
area for almost 10 years .and
,oral polio vaccine will be giv- cine is given before Type II," having some bizarre fun. Investigation by Postal InspecA few minutes after &nu- had never had any incidents
'en
to
Memphis
residents
of
Dr.
Rudner
Tri-State
told the
The United Negro College Smith, dentists; Thomas J. Wil- I bers.
tois showed that the stuff was , ties began looking for the
and Shelby County, will be Defender. "Dr. Albert B. Sa'to happen before.
und Campaign, off to a good us, business; T. R. McLemore, OTHER WORKERS
being charged to phony Din- driver of the car, John Rogers
"When that boy shot into
bin, who developed the oral ners' Club
Othed important volunteer next Sunday, Dec. 15.
art with $2,516 reported at postal employees; Mrs. Ann
accounts.
Inspec- of the Shelby County Homi- the house," she said,
Twenty-six schools in thi vaccine, achieved the tech" he
tors compared handwriting' on cide division said Grooms
the kickoff meeting last week, L. Weathers, lawyers;• Joseph workers are Frafik Lewis, A.
fired into the kitchen, but the
city and 21 in the county will nique for mass producing Type the
mail orders with that of came up and said that the
is being given the needed in- Atkins, coaches and officials; C. Williams, Nat D. Williams,
blast scattered glass on into
be open on that day from 10 III vaccine before Type
persons in Policeman Neff's automobile belonged to him,
penis by "a collection of fine Miss Naomi Gordon, Universal Rev. Lawrence Haygood, S. L.
my room. All of the adults got
volunteer workers," it was an- Life; John Taylor, Memphis Jones, Emmitt Simon, J. A. am: to 6 p.m. Physicians and Ever since he has suggested territory who had recently but he denied that he had
up at once, but the four small
Beauchamp, Miss Eunice Car- pharmacists will administer that Type III be administered been arrested. No clues were ever been
nounced this week by Melvin Country Club.
in Gravel Pit rd.
children slept through it."
the vaccine.
after Type 1. Type II vaccine uncovered.
N. Conley, chairman of the
And Miss Erma Lewis, Co- ruthers, R. J. Roddy, Elder There will be no make-up is the last given in
"Since
the tracks indicated
Mrs. Williams said that
the series Then, on Jan. 15, Policeman
drive.
Ettes; Miss Jessie Mae Ven- Blair T. Hunt, B. G. Olive, Jr., day as there was when Type of
that his car had been in front
three."
Neff arrested Edwin R. Bauer of the house," Rogers said, aside from herself, her daughAmong the leading volun- son
nurses; Mrs. Myrtle A. Maceo Walker, Mrs. Letitia I Sabin oral vaccine was
ter and son-in-law, there are
Dr. Rudner also explained architect and designer for
given
Henderson,
"he was carried to jail to three teenage girls and the
teer workers are George D. Smith, beauticians; Mrs. Lillie Poston, Elmer
last month. Type I vaccine that those who did not take
four
Clark, Jr., who is in charge of Branscomb, fraternities and Mrs. Susie Hightower, Never- was administered on Sunday, Type I vaccine last month driving with a suspended await further investigation. young children who reside
license. The face was familiar. The officers on
Briscoe, son Jones, George Blackman.
the city school teachers di- sororities; Lonnie
the
scene
there.
Also Grover Burson,' Felton Nov. 10, with a make-up day may safely take Type III next So was the handwriting.
vision; Cornell Wells, county alumni clubs; Miss Johnnie
Hayes is a truck driver and
the following Sunday, Nov. Sunday and Type II in Janu- In a statement to Postal In- searched the car, but could
not
school teachers; George Hollo- Rodgers, Mutual Federal; Wil- J. Earls, Sr., John Wilson, 17.
find
a
gun.
is employed by the Fisher
ary. The doctor recommended spectors, Bauer, a 36-year-old
way, Jr., labor; Mrs. Ethel mer Stockton, Hotel Peabody, Mrs. Yvonne B. Acey, Mose The vaccine again will be then
"After daybreak they re- Steel company.
waiting at least a month, South Bend, Ir.d., admitted
Venson, physicians; Dr. A. K. and Chester B. Cade, Sr., bar- Walker, Jr., Capt, C. H. Hicks, given orally on a
cube of sug- or until mid-February, before that he had sent "about 25"
Herbert W. Robinson, Theodore Johnson, Bennie M. ar. A donation of 25 cents is going to a private physician packages to Neff, the policeman who had arrested him for
Batts, Mrs. Callie L. Stevens, asked from those who can for Type I.
Dr. Rudner complimented speeding the previous April
Sam Helm, Dr. W. W. Gibson, afford to pay. There is no
Dr. Peter Cooper, Rev. John charge for those unable to pay. Memphians and Shelby coun- 12 and again for speeding and
tians for their high participa- drunken driving on April 27.
C. Mickle, Howard Sims, Mrs. THE REASON
Agnes Johnson, Robert M. Dr. Henry G. Rudner, Jr., tion in the mass immunization "I cannot explain the motive,"
Chairman
of the Polio Com- against polio. Approximately he added.
Ratcliffe, Otha L. Brandon, Dr.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—(UPI)Ione of five Negroes who filed
He was indicted Oct. 2 and
Hollis F. Price, Dr. Ralph mittee, urges all readers of the 417,000 residents of Shelby
— Birmingham's top official the suit in 1962 attacking the
Johnson and Mrs. Wilhelmi- Tri-State Defender who took County took Type I polio vac- faces trial in Federal Court on told
a Federal Court that all city ordinances Boutwell said
Type I vaccine last month to cine Nov. 10 and 17. As many, charges of violation of the mail.
Lockard.
of the city's segregation ordi- have been repealed.
A woman who was soaked Street until the last Thursday. ena
A second financial report take Type. III next Sunday or more, are expected to take fraud statute. Conviction car- nances
with wood alcohol and then Her sister, Mrs. Hattie Tyler,
have been wiped from
ries penalties of up to five
Former Mayor James W.
and Type Olin January.
Type III this Sunday.
the books.
set ablaze was recovering in of 725 Dudley, received a tip meeting was held Tuesday
Morgan, who negotiated conyears
in
prison
and
a
$1,000
night
of this week and a third
John Gaston Hospital early that something had happened
The testimony was given by tracts for the Municipal Airfine.
this week from second degree to Mrs. Woodard and went is scheduled for next Tuesday
Mayor Albert Boutwell before port during his administraburns on 35 per cent of her there and rescued her. The night, Dec. 17, at 7:30 o'clock
U. S. District Judge H. Hobart tion, testified that a motel
door was locked from the out- in LeMoyne College's faculty
body.
Know Your Negro History.Grooms in a suit seeking de- built at the site was a private
lounge located in Brownlee
Mrs. Catherine Woodard
segregation
of all city-owned 'enterprise and not under city
Lieut. William J. French,
Hall.
told police officials that Leonfacilities.
Homicide Capt. E. C. Swann
control. •
who
committed
1932
suicide
in
ard Wilson, 45, a. former boy said that Mrs. Woodard told
Boutwell said signs denoting
A. B. Cole. building superwas revealed to be one-eighth
friend of her's, poured the police that she extinguished
'Negro. He had passed for "Negro" and "White" were intendent for the city, told
fluid on her and set a match her flaming garments by rolli white for 19 years in the removed from restroom facili- the court restrooms above the
to her clothing when she tried ing up in a rug.
Army, and had led white ties and water fountains about first floor were locked before
to escape.
Nearly 1,000 persons inspect- branch offices in Tennesseejtroops in France in World 30 days after city council re- desegregation of the building
He said that the woman had
Arrested on an attempt to
pealed the segregation ordi- and restricted to employes.
Marlow, England, f UPD— ed the new $250,000 home of- and is licensed to do business War I.
.murder charge, Wilson appear- to remain in the house while
•
• • •
nances last summer.
Boutwell testified that keys
ed in City Court on Saturday Wilson was at work during the Prime Minister Sir Alec Doug-.fice of Union Protective .Life in Missouri.
Negro leader Fred Shuttles. to the restrooms could be obIt is alleged that Robert
his bond was set at day. He would feed her when las-Home's sister said she plans Insurance company after it $350.040 PAYROLL
and
Its other Tennessee branch Browning, Haydn, and Bee- worthwas the first witness tained by any employe Wart
was dedicated last Sunday afthe came home in the evenings. to adopt a Negro baby.
$2,500.
Mrs. Joan Wilkes, the wife ernoon.
called for testimony. He was department heads.
offices are located in Nash- thoven had Negro ancestry.
Wilson would not give poAlthough Mrs. Woodard was
ville, Knoxvile, Chattanooga,
set afire on Sunday, she was lice any information about the of the Anglican vicar here, has
To remain in keeping with
held a prisoner in the house incident aside from saying that four children of her own and its motto as a business "born Jackson and Columbia.
recently adopted an Indian boy.
in 1933 by the late
in the 100 block of Pontotoc he was not guilty.
on a song and a prayer," the H.Founded
She said the boy and the Prime
David Whalum, Union Prodedicatory service got started
Minister get on "marvelously"
tective has 109 employees in
in the Avery Chapel AME
thgether.
Memphis, another 78 in branch
ehurch a few blocks from the
offices and an annual payroll
building at 1234 Mississippi
of $350,000.
blvd.
Open house is being held
Lewis H. Twieg. president at the
new building each day
and chairman of the board, this
week up until Friday besaid, "The construction of our tween
the hours of 4 and 9
new home office shows the
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI) faith and hope our customers p.m. and the public is inMrs. Willie Mae Mallory asked have placed in us during the vited to tour the building.
the U.S. Supreme Court for a past 30 years. and we want to
rehearing in her fight to es- give them the service they
cape extradition to Monroe, expect and need."
N. C., to stand trial on kidnap- PART OF GROWTH
ing charges.
Twigg added, "Memphis is
The high court Monday re- growing, and we want to be
fused for the second time to a part of that growth."
hear her rase, leaving in effect
The three-story, five-level The Memphis branch of thee
a U.S. Circuit Court of Ap- building was constructed by NAACP will hold its annual
peals order upholding her ex- the Edgar H. Davis and Sons meeting at 4 p.m. on Sunday.
tradition.
construction company and was Dec. 15, at Mt. Olive CME
Attorney Walter Haffner designed by McKissack and Cathedral, and all members
claimed that the assassination McKissack of Nashville, which and friends are urged to be
of President Kennedy had
was also the architectural firm present.
heightened feeling against Mrs
Jesse H. Turner, the presiwhich planned other outNEWSMEN HONORED
Mallory because of her associastanding buildings for Negro dent, said reports on all phases
tion with Robert Williams, a
Nat D. Williams, left, Tri-State Defender columnist, and
of NAACP work and activifirms in Memphis.
supported of the Fair Play For
ties for 1963 will be made durGeorge Sister, right, promotions editor of the Commercial
It was in its 30th year of
UNION PROTECTIVE'S DEDICATION
Cuba
Committee.
Lee
Harvey
people
service
ing the meeting.
outstanding
to
the
for
Appeal, were honored
Oswald, the accused assassin of operation that the firm which
These five were among the nearly 1,000
Mrs. S. W. Qualls, Dr. and Mrs, C. M.
of Memphis and Shelby County during the annual Blues
league
a
started
burial
out
as
the President, was identified
',lemons who participated in the dedication
Roulhae and their daughter Mrs. Alma
Bowl game at Melrose stadium, and on hand to present
moved away from its old home Know Your Negro History
as a member of the group.
services of Union Protective I,ife Insurance
Booth. Standing at left, behind his mother,
the two with plaques WAR Hobson Reynolds, the Grand
Mrs. Mallory is accused of office at 368 Beale Street, Major justification for lynchcompany's dedicatory services for Its new
is Sam Qualls of S. W. Qesellx and eonsExalted Ruler of the Elks. Proceeds from tile game go for 'kidnaping a white couple dur- which now becomes one of its ings, contrary to popular be.
home office building at 1234 Mississippi
pans'. (Billy Duncan Photo)
was not rape, but homiChristmas baskets for the needy In Memphis. (Withers
ing an August, 1961 racial four branch offices.
blvd. last Sunday. Seated from left are
The company has four other cide.
disturbance in Monroe).
thotot.
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UNCF Campaigners Report $2,500
For Fund At Kickoft Meeting

idren

Mass Immunizations
To Resume Here Sunday
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'Bias Laws Are Gone,
Say Wham Officials

Boy Friend Denies He
ut Torch To Woman

Integration-English Style

Union Protective Shows Off
Its New Home Office Building
!
After An Elaborate Dedication

Loses Fight To
Avoid Ala. Trial

NAACP To Hold
Annual Meeting
This Sunday

•

DAVVSON, Ga. — A woman
clvil rights leader in , this
southwest Georgia community
was forced to travel to Albany
for medical attention after she
was shot in a attack on her
home.
The Defender learned that
Mrs. Carolyn Daniels, 33, could
not get treatment for gunshot
wounds of both legs in the
Dawson hospital.
Mrs. Daniels, active in voter
regitstration efforts, was hit
in the left loot by a bullet
Members of the Junior Red Cross of Klondike Elementary
school presented 43 Thanksgiving baskets to needy families in that community recently after foodstuff was
gathered through the cooperation of schoolmates, teachers
and the principal, and the gaily decorated baskets
brought much cheer to the recipients. Seen in the picture

NEW YORK — (UPI) — N.F.L.
Commissioner Joe Foss of the Foss said "any argument as
American Football League is- to which team would win the
sued a formal proposal to the initial AFL-NFL game is of
rival National League that secondary importance."
their two champions meet in He said the "establishment
1964.
of a world series of professionFoss's proposal was made in al football is necssary to the
the form of a letter to Pete continued progress of our game
Roselle, Commissioner of the if we're to be true sportsmen

and in the right leg by shot- The FBI said it was check- oia at Los Angeles.
gun pellets. The assailants are ing to see if a federal violaWitnesses said that several
unknown.
tion was involved.
cars were seen in the area
• • •
When the victim returned
about the time of the shootto her home after the futile
The victim has a son attend- ing. They said several shots
effort to get treatment at the ing the Univdrsity of Califor- were fired into the house.
Dawson hospital, she found
that her home had been bombStarts SAT. DEC. 14
ed.
Police declined to comment
6 — Big Days — 6
on the incident but the Terrell
country sheriff's office confirmed that the attack had
taken place and said that FBI
agents were investigating.

i

He was as FEARED as JACK SLADE and WYATT EARP!

OWN
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are, from left, representatives of the Junior Red Cross.
From left are Mary Green, Marilyn Hall, Beverly Davis,
Mrs. Anna F. Jones, principal of Klondike; Mrs. Velma
McChriston, sponsor of the Junior Red ('ross, Vera L.
Hall, top, and Bennie Faye Smith.—imcchriston Photo)

' the D
seat t
" James,
An Allied Artists Pic
-- Plus —

and not merely businessiten tion of such an annual game.
in sports."
Therefore on behalf of tile
Dear Pete:
Much talking has been done AFL. I re-issue an official
of late by the public and press challenge to the NFL for the
as to when the American and first garie to be played at
National football leagues will the conclusion of the 1964 seameet in a championship game. son with the winners of the reI feel strongly that the time spective league divisional Playhas arrived for the inaugura- offs oposing one another.

Airmen Tommy Williams and Leroy Craig, Jr., of Helena,
Ark., have been sent to Amarillo AFB, Tex. Both graduates
of Eliza Miller High school, Williams will be trained as
a supply specialist and Craig as an aircraft maintenance
specialist.
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OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN WELCOME
YOUR BUSINESS AT

10 to 12 lb, average
with any purchase of
$50.00 or more. This
offer good through
December 24.
Authentic Imported Hand Carved French Provincial. Beautiful Brocatelle Covers.
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'Porter PTA Will
Give Free Turkey
At Thursday Meet

9 • Left Side
StS
several
area
shoot1 shots
house.

le

EARP!

DOWN FRONT!

A report of the annual Membership drive will be given, and
a turkey and other gifts presented to holders of lucky ticket numbers.
All parents are urged to attend. Mrs. C. D. Hill is president of the PTA, and A. B.
Owen, Jr., principal of the
school.

CIVIL RIGHTS VIEWS
House office. The President spent 45 minCivil riklits views are being exchanged by
utes with Wilkins, a veteran 0101 rig hts
President Lyndon B. Johnson and Roy
leader.
Wilkins, NAACP executive secretary during a conference in the president's White

"The Finest Shoes
that can be

made"

IHE DAYTON"
Dark Brown on Black.
Bright custom
finish white
sole stitching

I I Make Patterson

Teacher Exam To Be Given
For Tougaloo College Area

s32"

High's Honor Roll

•

ROUGH DAY

3
3

Meo's Zkots d.t oi DiAtouhar

Know Your Negro History
As early as 1755, eight per
cent of the Negroes in Maryland were listed as mulattoes.

Churches Won't
Unite: Cleric

IE

SilkCY-XUNIAS

p.m.

Miss Johnnie Mae 'Anderson
and Thomas Harris, III, have
nonand
expression
English
Probeen selected as "Citizens-ofTOUGALOO, Miss. —
the-Month" for December at
pective teachers in the Tou- verbal reasoning.
The Bluff City PTA Council galoo area will have a chance Each candidate may take one Patterson High school in White
Station.
will meet at the Board of Edu- to take the National Teacher
two optional examinations
;'• cation building on Friday xaminations on Feb. 15, 1964, or
sedesigned to show The two were named by
are
which
a.m.,
11
at
13,
morning, Dec.
cret ballot by teachers and felaccording to Dean A. A. Branch
which
in
subject
the
of
mastery
to
asked
are
presidents
all
and
low students.
of Southern Tougaloo Southern
[ report on membership dues at'Christian College, who will the candidate is prepared.
A freshman, Miss Anderson
'that time.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
!supervise the administration of
John
Anderson of 4924 Black
Dinner will be served Dutch 'the tests.
Ili A member of the National
I treat style in the cafeteria
Application blanks and bulJunior Honor Society and the
,after the meeting.
letins of information describing
senior band, she plans to be a
Mrs. Margaret Turner is registration procedures a n d
teacher of business education.
president, Mrs. Mattie Suttles containing sample test quesHer hobbies are music and
secretary, and Mrs. Viola }Lill tions may be obtained from
(UPI)
England,
Mullen,
Corfe
reading.
reporter.
AT NCO SCHOOL
Dean Branch or directly from —Father Bernard Basset, a
the National Teacher Examina- Jesuit priest spoke in an An- Harris is the son of Mr. and
Airman First Class J. B. Moody!
Educational Testing Ser- glican church and told the con- Mrs. Thomas Harris, Jr., of 4922
tions,
of Parkin, Ark., was graduated
William Arnold rd. A sophovice, Princeton, N. J.
gregation it would be a long
recently from the Noncomis- Syracuse, N.Y., (UPI)—John
a member of
must be receiv- time before the Christian faiths more, he is also
Applications
sioned Officers Preparatory Salonsen, 61, Syracuse, had a
the National Junior Honor Soat the Princeton office no are united.
ed
School at Seymour AFB, N. ('., rough day recently.
ciety. He plans to be a psychiaater than Jan. 17, 1964.
"If I were an Anglican," the trist and musician. He is a
recently where he was trained According to police records: ONE DAY TEST
Catholic priest said, "I member of St. Louis Catholic
Roman
In management, leadership, Salonsen struck a car driven,
Scores on the National would be suspicious of being
.
security, human relations a nd by a policeman. That car in yeacher Examinations are used sucked into the Pope's control. church.
!T.
his
by
driven
car
a
struck
turn
other duties of his rank. The
b a large number of school "We feel the same about you."
struck car driven by the school systems and teacher
C-123 aircraft crew chief will turn
wife of another policeman.
be sent to the Rhein-Main AB, Later Salonsen's cement education institutions throughas an aid in
Germany. early in 19A4. His
nr.nthpr out the country
qualifications
wife is the former Rosie M. accident—in front of police evaluating theteachers
as are
of prospective
Brown of Memphis.
headquarters
measured by the tests. The
scores amy also be used to let
$125 million worth of
examinees discover their weak- postage will be used on Christnesses on such teacher qualifi- mas cards and packages this
cations as can be measured by year. This is enough stamps to
the tests.
cover 350 acres or half a square
At the one-day testing ses- mile. If placed end-to-end, the
sion a candidate may take the stamps would stretch some
Common Examinations which 30,000 miles — once around
per week
included tests in professional the world, with plenty to
information, general culture, spare.

PTA Council WM
Meet Thi$ Friday

Picture

Christmas 'music will be
featured when the Porter
Junior High school PTA meets
in the school cafetorium on
Thursday night, Dec. 12, at 7:30

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
OWNER OF A BEALE Street by almost upsetting Davis durRepublican
business sometime becomes di- ing the 1962 race.
1,200 behind
sturbed because motorist park James was only
Local Demodirectly in front of his business Democrat Davis
to say that
place. There is very little he crats are beginning
Davis in
can do to restrain parking un- it better to "dump"
and get
less he obtains a "no parking" the upcor,ing election
young, strong Demosign through the police depart- behind a
cratic Horse which can best
ment.
any local Republican to the
LOCAL PROMINENT DEM- wire. There is indications that
' OCRATS are becoming very a great number believes that
concerned about possibility of Lewis Taliaferro is the strongincumbent Rep. Cliff Davis est, best groomed horse in the
;sunning for Congress in next Democratic stables.
i.year's race. There's a strong
a local
•feeling that if Davis runs again, BILLY DUNCAN,
and freelance
the Democrats will lose that postal employee
for this newspaSeat to a Republican — Bob photographer
released from his
James, who startled politicians per was
postal duties to serve jury
duty.

was granted a divorce trot
' her husbanel, Isaac, in superio.
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. — court. Mrs. Black's chief wit
Mrs. Florence Black ness was Mrs. Jean White.
(UPI)
—-
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Christmas Postage To
Stretch Around World
Some

WANTED!

TO TAKE UP PAYMENTS-GUARANTEED
200
1-23" TV
• 1-11/2 H.P. - G.E. Air Cond
.185
1 1 H.P. G.E. Air Cond. 110 Volt
per week
225

per week

1—G.E. Automatic Washers

210

1-23" G.E. TV
1-23" G.E. Console

per week

115
per week

115

1—Premier Stove 36"

INS

3

125
per week

.
.
H$ .
ECAR WAS
•
A.M.-6 P.M.

•
•
•
•

8

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P U.
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.

•

Monday
thru
Friday

•
•

▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
•
•
at Baltic
•
Summer

1 G.E. Dryer 12 lb. Load

per week

175

GOOD YEAR
SERVICE STORE

MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
MAMMOTH'S JUVENILE ESTATE BUILDER IS. • •
THE GIFT that meets the economic demands
of the young parent of TOMORROW.

John Ronza's

THE GIFT that has many 'advantages over
countless other gifts at CHRISTMAS TIME.

125
per week

No Problem - This Year Give MAMMOTH'S
J.E.B. Policy for the Gift that Keeps Giving

3100
Plum•••••••••••••••••••••••••••E

per week

1 G.E. Portable TV

1128 Union Ave

ip•www•••••••••••••••••••■•••••waw
a
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
a
•

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER

BK

THE GIFT that multipiies FIVE times its face
value (from $1,000 to $5,000) at the age of
adulthood (age 21).

6-7573

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
JOHN
RONZA, JR.

• 275-1155

LARGE PARKING AREA

'STOP—AND

HENRY
GARBUZINSKI

SHOP AT CENTRAL"

MAMMOTH'S JUVENILE ESTATE BUILDER IS ...
an insurance policy that is versatile in that
it may be used in so MANY WAYS

Traditional for 128 Holiday Seasons

TO BUILD an insurance ESTATE at the lowest possible cost.
TO PROVIDE an educational fund.
TO PROVIDE an early start on a longrange
retirement program.
TO OFFSET the financial loss caused
death.

by

TO EDUCATE a child in the principles of
thrift and regular SAVINGS.
GIVE THE GIFT that keeps GIVING.
GIVE THE GIFT that creates an ESTATE
for the future generation.

YOU ... PARENTS, GRANDPARENTS, AUNTS
AND UNCLES BE ON THE GIVING LIST THIS
CHRISTMAS BY GIVING THE CHILD OF YOUR
HEART MAMMOTH'S ESTATE BUILDER.

LID R

MAMMOTH LIFE and ACCIDENT
INSURANCE COMPANY
•
SENTS

"•-_.......C41,
31111ay WM always
h^Vt an eagle9in your Inwkel
-••a turkey 10. on your Jobb*
your ofous
and Old Crow

:

HOME OFFICE IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN LOUISVILLE
District Office
331 Vance Street

tei
ss
i
‘
1 ,T
'MAW

--TR at craw

DISTILLERY 00.. FRANKFORT. KY. KENTUCKY $1551051 1555500

WMORLY

**PION

any other...
Give the bourbon Americans prefer to
versatile, delicious Old Crow
The traditional choice for holidaydrinks has
•

always been Old Crow. It 'makes any drink
—from punch to highball—taste better.

EGGNOG you ever tasted—
mix 2 qts. eggnog-mix with 4/5 qt. Old Crow
and 1/2 pt. lightly whipped cream. Chill. Stir.
Serve with sprinkling of nutmeg. Serves 30.

For the greatest

Memphis, Tenn.

T. J. Marzette, Manager

SA1
JA IL AVAIL, 10-4.4..AtibLit 14, 1963
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Jury Clears 5 Miss.
Whites Of Brutality

deaNJ
Ac
dt
di
see

An all-white male jury deliberated one hour and 45 minutes in U. S. District Court
here before returning an in.'
nocent verdict against the officers.
The charges were filed by
the Justice Department against
Montgomery County Sheriff ,
Earle Wayne Patridge; Winona
Police Chief Thomas Herod,
For t h e 22nd consecutive Jr.; State Highway Patrolman!
year, the choir of First Baptist John L. Basinger; Winona poChurch Lauderdale will present liceman William Surrell and
FIandel's "The Me s sia h" on Charles Thomas Perkins,
Sunday night, Dec. 15, at 7:30 former highway patrolman.
m., and the public is invited. They were accused of beat- I
Appearing w it h the choir, lag and kicking Negro prison.
under the director of Charles era arrested last summer in lir
B. Graham, will be guest so- connection with a sit-in demon.
stration at the Winona bus
loists and performers.
Accompaniment will be pro- station restaurant.
vided by Mrs. Lula B. Smith
mMister of music, at the piano,l
and Mrs. Carolyn Rhodes Gar- Know Your Negro History,
ner at the organ.
The U.S. Census of 1920 was
Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit is pas- the last to designate Negroes
tor of the church.
as 'black or mulatto."

OXFORD, Miss. — ;UPI) -Five Mississippi law enforcement officers were cleared by
a Federal Court jury of charges
that they mistreated a group
'of Negro civil rights workers.

THOMAS PAIGE

who
"Moses, my servant is dead!" In light of the people
have been reared in the best
— Joshua 1:2
of environments, in light of
The greatest tragedy of this
the growing number of church
Novemhappened
generation
members in our society today
ber 22, 1963. No mere man if our world does not have
passed off of the scene. Men the right to be a far improved
in all walks of life who. had world over the world of yeshoped for deliverance now teryear.
were startled to learn that the
But the tragic thing of our
one in whom they had exup
pressed so much hope was no day and time is wrapped
have
longer with them. The symbol in the fact that we should
Preswhich had embraced so much a far better world. But
today as
integrity had suddenly been ident Kennedy stands
one who not only had been
taken out of their midst.
exposed to the best of everyMoses of the yesteryear had
thing but also had the moral
led men through the Red Sea,
integrity to hold out for that
had presented them with the
which he knew was right. This
Ten CommandrePnts, and had
our basic weakness today.
is
ion
interpretat
sin
given them
OF TODAY
MOSES
nts.
CENTENARY MEN HONOR GRID STAR
commendme
same
of those
Moses in his day was the
Centuries later a man made
custodian of moral and spiriLawson Jr., is third from left, second row. Guests are
of the same pattern, in the
The Methodist Men of Centenary Methodist Church hontual heritage of his people.
same image, and filled with
left to right: Coach Hosea Alexander, Coach Willie
seated,
Ester
time
Ronald
and
day
Kennedy of this
ored a member of the church recently,
the same integrity sought to
Kelly, Osear Reed, sensational backfield ace for BTW;
k of the Booker
in a peculiar position to
was
quarterbac
g
outstandin
trophy),
(holding
land
the
of
laws
fulfill the
Mrs. Anderson Ester and Mr. Ester, parents of the honoree;
be the same of his day. He
T. Washington High School Warriors. The Methodist Men,
that had been designed to give
w5 s peculiarly equipped to
Ester, his sister, Miss Clara Jane Ester, Head Coach
Ronald
second
right,
from
fifth
equality.
Ratcliffe,
and
M.
Robert
by
fraternity
headed
all men
make a contribution to his
Lomax and Coach Joseph Carr.
Charles
James
Rev.
the
church,
the
of
Minister
To him these laws were not
row, are standing.
day. I have every reason to
empty laws but something to
believe that he was the Moses
be realized in his day and
of his day and the Paul of
time.
yesterday. In each of these
WORLD OF MEANING
cases each of these men lost
He promised those who
sight of future consequences
Dr. L. A. Hamblin, president Rev, L. H. Aldridge was secre- was preached by Dr. Roy Love,,
would vote for him he would
to do that which they knew
of the Baptist Ministers Con- tary and Rev. P. Moody trea- pastor of Mount Nebro Baptist
fulfill his promises. To him the
was right.
ference of Memphis, was honor- surer,
church and 'president of thel
men of his day and all days
the Moses
ed during a testimonial on Dec.
4ad waited long enough to Today we are
Baptist Pastors' Alliance.
for
the
occasion
sermon
The
We
2 by members of the Confersee meaningless banners wav- and Kennedy. of our day.
J. GASTON
C.
others
REV.
Pastors'
of
s
Baptist
the
benefactor
and
the
ence
are
we
are
Also
them.
ed before
Baptist church lo- Alliance.
the ones who must make this men's labor and struggles. St. Peter
a cated at Pillow and Gill streets
The testimonial was given
world a world of meaning to Their struggles must have
real meaning for each of us. experienced one of the most during the regular monthly
all.
years
27
its
in
must
years
successful
meeting of all pastors at GoldEric Severaid in his dynamic We — at this point
according to the en Leaf Baptist church.
descrition of the late President dedicate ourselves to fulfilling of existence,
memto
made
aspirareport
and
annual
Rev. L. R. Donson, moderator
John Kennedy spoke of the in- all of the dramas
meeting.
s
of the Friendship District Astellectual contribution, he had tions of the fallen forerunner bers at a recent
that
to
us
preceded
Walter Brooks, church clerk, sociation, served as chairman.
made to the world. lie said who have
reported that during the past
that in light of his intellectual day of accountability.
we year, 35 members were added
growth he had seen truth, Today as never before,
fraternity, human dignity, and must think in terms of our to the congregation and $15,000
all raised to meet the church ficountless other things in a personal potential and do
light unseen by other men. that we can to make our world nancial obligations.
Rev. C. J. Gaston, the pastor.
This set me to thinking — what it should be.
MOSES, my servant is dead, said "We are very proud of
I wonder if in light of the
ever increasing number of de- but I expert the work to go the program we have for our
greed people in our world — on.
young people. The second Sunday of each month is Young
People's Day, and they conduct the service in the regular
order."
The pastor also reported that
the church gave $350 to seven
of the churdh's high school
graduates who entered college
this past fall.
to
backers
the
—
for
hie
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
The public is invited to worA discharge petition to spring obtain signatures on the peti- ship with the members of the
Automobile, Furniture
Rules
the
discharge
to
the
tion
from
church.
the civil rights bid
Signature
Southern-led House Rules Com- group from further consideraTh•r• Is a raaton why paeor•
al men.
mittee was formally introduc- tion of the controversi
to do busln••• with u•. You,
Ilk,
ed and drew 109 signers with- We.
too, will Iik• our court•ous treatWhen the session convened.
ment and d•sir• to h•lp you.
in an hour.
almembers
of
line
long
a
Thursday and Friday
Democrats
"Oprto
House
Liberal
the
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Joined by a handful of Reputi- ready was standing in
Saturdays 9:00 to 7.00
licans stood in line to sign the rostrum and down side aisle.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Mammoth Tea" sponsordemand that the hill be They began signing as soon
Horns Own•d - Horne Op•rot•d
brought immediately to the as Rep. Emanuel ('slier. D. eel by Collins Chapel CM E
DIXIE
N. Y., chairman of the Judi- church was held in the cafeHouse floor for action.
it tor.a of Porter High school
FINANCE COMPANY
However, a total of 218 sign- dory Committee, submitted
"W• Ilk• to say y•I to your
seen last Sunday, and a large crowd
Republicans
era are needed for the parlia- formally.
loan regu•st"
mentary device to work and among the liberal Democrats was on hand to support the
Esoinined and Superris•d by
the prospects were not consid- in the early lineup were Reps. financial project.
ih• Stot• D•partrn•nt of
Seymour Halpern, N. Y.; Rev. William Smith is pastor
Insurone• and Banking.
ered good.
The bill, which seeks to end James G. Fulton, Pa.; Thomas of the church; Mrs. Catherine
2 LOCATIONS
Fred
and
,
Wash
Petty,
in
M.
voting.
ion
Branch Simmons was chairman 161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
race discriminat
Iowa.
acSchwengel.
public
of
One
Arbrie
schools. jabs.
of the affair. and Mrs.
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
commodatIons and outlay of Rep, William M. ()Amer, D. Johnson Turner co-chairman
Southern
the
of
in
leader
a
expetted
Miss.,
is
funds,
Federal
clear the committee in the bloc remised to the rights kill.
regular way sometime in Janu sought to head oft the parade
of petition signers by demand'
ary,
well of the house
rL
e
dPellve'
The HOUSE session WRA the log that "the
milk
first at which it became possi- be cleared."

the
nedy
Hull,
-—

'Messiah' Will Be
Presented Sunday

Golden Leaf's Pastor Honored At Testimonial

Progress Report
Given To Members
Of St. Peter

NEED
CASH!

Try To Bring Rights
Bill To House Floor

—Quick Loans—

PeilOt
123.
2671

•
195
2D
Hot).

195

CHURCH PEWS

R.H.

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

Pulpit Furniture

195
R.H.

All Colors and Color
Combinations
Dadgm for Ushers and
Organizations
MICA FIJIDItTAIE 0155.
NOM,Prim Com.Uteri
troweet Prices Available
MIITE FOR FtEE (1161.06

Budget Terms
New & Used Pews
Write for Catalog
HUNTINGTON
SEATING CO.
1102 Vernon Street
Huntington, W. Va.

195Dr
Dynal

195
2 Dr

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 Hit.,ILL
Wasklagrea

AS Whitehall St,LW,
Aliditte 1,%MOO

195
4 Dr
Hyd

1951
Spec
Dy no f

1951
1951

TOYS

1951
4 D
T/00

ARE

195'

GREAT

4 Di.

FOR

GIRLS & BOYS!

• •

LAM

'Mammoth Tea' Held
At Porter School

SAVE go*I.rotims:

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

A4
MIDWEST MILK
USEDFROMCARS
CART HOME SAVINGS!
HULL
$1395 GO BY BUS
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

323.

6.

TIGER
JOE

Tank Shoots
Safe Plastic Shells
Only

$12.88

1963 FALCON

1 Dr. <9. 4 D. As Low As

1958 FORD
2 Dr. HI., One Owner

1962 PONTIAC CAT.
4 Dr., Air Conditioned

1959 OLDSMOBILE
88

1959 RAMBLER WAGON
Automatic, 4 Dr., Lug. R C

1960 FORD

$ 595
s1795
'1195
545
595
995
S 795
$1695
595
$

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Sate
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

$

.1 Dr., R.H., V.B

1960 POKTIAC CAT.
1961 FORD RANCH WAGON
Extra Nice

1962 CHEVROLET
5100 Down

4 Dr.,

1958 CHEVROLET
4 Dr., Belau,

on• Owner

$

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES

Powleitsw*
0

NANCY
NURSE
She Coughs,
Sneezes, Talks
And Cries
Only $1 2.88

INC.
248 Vence Ave.

JA 7-9320

u•oisbis, Tea
"YOUR Company Alsites Wiest Ysse Ask F or And
Create. Wier' Vint ThiPolt Or.

:0
80

td by '
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heriff ,
Tina
icrod,
olman
la pot and
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san. ,
beat- I
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amen.
bus .

if
Istory,
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egroes

Woodstock Boy Makes
Top Boy Scout Grade

,

*TEC To Dedicate 1964 Program
To Late President Kennedy

y deminCourt
n luxe 01-

NASHVILLE — The Tennes- school here. following a onesee Education Congress will day session of TEC executive
at Tennesdedicate its 1964 program to committee, meeting
last
the late President John F. Ken- see A & I State university
nedy. The announcement was week.
made' by Chairman John C. State-wide meetings h a ve
Hull, principal of Pearl High been scheduled for Feb. 1 and
March 19-20. Theme for the
1964 program, "Focus On Responsibilty — Our Challenge"
was selected by TEC representative from three state regions, The theme is in tribute
to John F. Kennedy who placed emphases upon education,
the child, the school and the
,teacher, said TEC president, T.
1
P6IONE
PHONE 13 .Kennedy of Riverside high
school in Chattanooga.
323•
323.
2671
The executive committee
ruled, during the meeting last
lweek that:
(1) Not Any vice president
will be elected until 1966, as
provided for the newly adopted constitution.
(2) The Delegate Assembly,
where Congress business will,
be conducted,;is scheduled for
2 Dr., Rh., Hydro.
Saturday, Fcb. I ,1964.
Moth c
(3) The Annual Spring Convention will be held March 1920, 1964. Dr. John H. Furbay,
R.H., Dyna.Flow..
educator and world traveler,
will be the keynote speaker.
(4) The proposed PhelpsR.H., Hydro-Mot c
Stokes Fund's special project
will be discussed at length.
Under the project a special
2 Dr, HA., R.H
education center for teachers Dynoll ow ,
of culturally deprived children
in Tennessee would be established as well as in several
other states.
2 Dr., H.T., Hydra'
Moth

James Rodgers, a junior at ,nature, public health, firemanthe Shelby County Training!ship, cooking, lifesaving, perschool ;it Woodstock, re.:eived social fitness, safety, first aid,
:iv eagle Scout award during .1.111-doors sroOrts and plant culservices held btst week it the ny.ition, among others.
school and sponsored by Ex- GOOD STUDENT
Timer Posi 128
The 17-year-old scout is the
'The ilW:11'd I,: the highest son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rodgeis of 3344 Allen rd. He is a
rank in th • 11 )‘•
Inc and the student minor at the school with •
In,
mai iced 1 timil of 31 merit b id- sifiolastitt average of 90. He is
an active member of the New
ges.
Salem Baptist church.
nil It'd dui
• llocigo:•s w
Rodgers is affiliated with the
a program at the memol ity a
epion v performed by the basketball and track teams, is
Court of Iloilo:. Committee, president of the New Farmers
which included Fred Johnson. oI America chapter and ExplorBrazzle,: er l'ost 126, and plays with the
,JaITIVS 1,1`ak,<, 1.:I'l1l'S1
Vei non Bacon. J. K. Ibivis and school band.
After gradhation he plans to
Tharicieus Horn.
The student earned three, study engineering in college.
merit badges in citizenship, James K. Davis is scoutmas-44 , ,cnd others in such fields as con- ter and Vernon 11. Bacon exservation, camping, swinmung, plorer advisor.

NO' This is
Not a Gimmick
$50" DOWN,
Ride in

1

Hour

2671

2348
LAMAR
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1957 Pontiac

$795
$795
$595

1958 Buick

1955 Olds.

1955 Buick

n and

I SUL
Lislaus
ansiyi•
.041.06
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$395

1955 Pontiac

I

11,LW. •
sorra

$395

4 Dr.,
Hydromotic

Buick
1956
Spec iol, 2 Or,, H.T ,
Dynofiow

1956 Dodge
1956 BuickH.T

$595

4 Dr.
R.H., Dynoflow . . .

1956 Dodge
4 Dr., Poshbotton
Trans., R.H

4 Dr

4

V.8.

18 Cross 'Burning
Sands' At LeMoyne

EAGLE SCOUT HONORED
James Rodgers, 11"-year-old junior at the Shelby County
Training school, second from right, is congratulated by
Principal R. J. Roddy after he was promoted to Eagle
Scout rank during a ceremony at the school. Looking on
proudly are W'endell I. Knit and J. K. Davis, scoutmaster
of Troop 126.

Greek IcItiq' uurg,iriiLctiulis at
A program Sunday, Dec 15, Flming. Sr., sponsoi'ed ba Mrs. LeMoyne College admitted 18
at 4:00 p. m. in the Roger Wil- Mary Telford; Gene Everett
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — would be delayed, he said the liams Hall auditorium of Owen Cumby II, son of Mr. and Mrs.Iprobates over the weekend
KenPresident
latter marching them across the'
of
assassination
James Mk.redith, first Negro
mark the end of Gene E. Cumby.
have "as great an College will
The contestants trying for burning sand.
sponcontest
graduate of the University of nedy would
baby
annual
the
the civil rights moveSurviving initiation cm-c
Mississippi, today feared the effect on
by the Owen College the honor of queen are: Deidra
as did the assasination of sored
LeMoyne Chapel Choir
:Ceris Chambers, daughter of monies were these studel'it••
king
,assassination of President Ken- ment
The
Association.
Alumni
years
Lincoln 100
() rt.
nedy may slow the pace of the President
and queen will be announced. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cham- AKA .- Eleanor Addis
24
ago."
Ford, Mary Maxine To Sing On TV Dec.
.fight for civil rights.
Contestants trying for king bers: Beverlyn Louise Jackson, Anne Marie
CatJ.
Doris
Lawshe,
Gray,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
LeMoyne College's chapel choir
'I think the President (Johnare: James Franklin Mabry,
Jackson, sponsored by herine Rawls, Verna Iloyster under direction of John Whitson) is a good man," Meredith
son of Mr. and Mrs. James E. James
Turner.
Irene
and
Y.
Paula
Mister:
Ruby
Miss
taker will appear on WREC-TV
.said yesterday, "but that is less
Mabry, sponsored by Mrs. M.
daughter of Mr. and 1 ALPHA ---Willcm FAulk- Christmas eve night, starting at
important than the fact that he
Lloyd: Stephen Ray Hines, son Cumby,
Eyerand
Cumby,
E.
Gene
ner.
Mrs.
he
said
He
6:30 o'clock. The program will
is a Southerner."
of Mr. and Mrs. Ossie Hines,
Armstrong, chugh- DELTA - - C;ithclia Barr, Ed! originate at the studio.
'did expect Congrese to pass
sponsored by Miss Valeria ce Lucheryl
Mr. and Mrs. John Arm- die Dale Ford, Catherine Ivy,
!a civil rights bill in the form
Smith; Douglas Patrick Craw- ter of
Alice Johnson, Gloria Neal.
.of a compromise measure.
ford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dover strong.
"I do not think the new civil
All contestants will receive Georganne Wainwright a n rl Know Your Negro History
Crawford, Jr., Philip Ferneau
rights bill will recognize the American cneesemakers, who Tate son of Mr and Mrs. Her- gifts and the king and queen Brenda Vette.
while it is not known for
Negro as being entirely equal," have established themselves as bert Tate, sponsored by Rev. N. will be awarded savings bonds. KAPPA — Joseph Jordon.
sure whether Alexander llarn;said Meredith, "and think that among the best in the world, W. Beasley: Amos Fleming, Jr., There is no admission charge OMEGA — William Lambert. ilton was of Negro descent, it
:is where the fight is going to produce a wider range of top son of Mr. and Mrs. Atnos and the public is invited.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO — is known that he fathered-two
:begin all over."
Negro sons.
quality cheese than their coun- Norma Strickland.
said.
Campbell
Dr.
Meredith, who will address terparts in other countries.
all
hopes
college
the
said
He
a meeting of the Western
Many gourmets, for instance,
of its students will strive for
Christian Leadership Confer- rank American blue cheese
higher academic achievement
ence here tomorrow, said in his
cheese
mold
blue
with the best
by properly applying them,opinion, President . Kennedy
world.
made in the
selves to study and using
was "the first and only Presifaculty and other resources todent who has placed himself Budget-minded homemakers
ward their advancement and
behind the idea of human can afford to include American blue cheese on their regunderstanding.
I equality.''
KnoxThe
—
,
because
KNOXVILLE
Although t he 30- year - old ular shopping lists
has voted
Negro indicated he expected this zesty cheese is priced far ville College faculty
allow unlimited class cuts
to
types.
•enactment of a civil rights bill below foreign
to students who have cumulative grade point averages of
2.0 or better, reports Dr. L. L.
Campbell, Dean of the college. Stanford, Calif., (UPI)—Dr.
This program was begun last Theodore Kreps, emeritus professor of finance at the StanSeptember.
"Knoxville College, like any ford University Graduate
other good institution, has felt School of business, has develthat some recognition ought to oped the following simplified
be given to those students who economic definitions:
Recession—When the man
distinguish themselves by their
aoademic performance. We are next to you loses his job.
also considering other ways to Depression—When you lose
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
recognize these students public- your job.
ly and through privileges bas- Panic—When your wife lases Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
ed on academic excellence," her job.

Chessemakers
In America
Best In World

$495
'495

BLUFF CITY
•2343 BUICK 2348
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and Margaret Meddingfield. New members standing ill
rear, same order, are Mary Dortch, Sandra King. Cheryl
Tucker, Elizabeth 'Ehomits, Laverne Runner :111111 Phyllis
Grayer. Members not shown are Carol Morris. Judy Phillips and Patsy Strong.---iflooks Brothers Photo)
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1958 H.T.,
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1951 Ford

CHEVELLE SOCIAL CLUB
New members of the Clievelle Social club were initiated
Into the organization for high school girls during a Slumb-r
Party held at the home of Miss Margaret Reddingfield.
Administering the rites required for membership in the
organslation. seated from left, are Sandra McGloun,
Janice Knight. Ardie Ward. president; Reblon Goodloe

LAMAR

SOUTH
323.2671::1,, 323-2671

Honor Students
Allowed To Cut
Classes At KC

Economics: For
The Layman
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1961 BUICK 4 Dr., H T , One Owner, Low Miles,.
1958 FORD 4 Dr R H
1962 FALCON 4Dr Deluxe Model R.H. Auto. Trans., Ready to Co
1963 FORD,„,,bor, 300 H.R. Has everything inc lud ing Air Coed
1960 OLDSMOBILE Super 88, 4 Dr:, KJ., Power Steer. & Brakes
1960 CHEVROLET 4 Or R.H., Nice Car, See It Today.

s1195
s1895
'495
'1395
ssssss
1495
,1295

4 Dr., H.T.
Croloxie 500, R H., Auto (One 2 Dr. Haoltop. (One

1962 FORD!One 4 Dr.. H T and (One 4 Dr., Sedan) Your Choice is Waiting $1895
$1195
.
1960 RAMBLER Wow, 4 Dr. R H Auto., Luggage Rock
s895
1960 FORDR.H. W S. W "tires Only.. .
1395
1961 CHEVROLET Air, 4 Dr. R H Auto. P S
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458-1151

Save

Dollars'

$$$

$55

Save
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IN STOCK to choose from

50,000

Wide Track Town

DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT

(Not Charlie)

REDUCING

D CARS
USE
All Cars Must Be Sold

CHUCK HUTTON

fielighdkaA
The Cleanest and Best Selection in Town
To Choose From
Pontiac, Chev's, Ford, Olds, Buick

'63 DODGE 2F5..

$
WITH

Pooh-Hutton treater, Electrify \Vipers, Directional
Signalx, Torsionaire Ride, Alternator, Anti-Yreer.e,

CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • •

Open Evenings

•.
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STOP
POLIO

AT •

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
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WHERE'S CHARLIE?
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'63
'63
63
'63

Grand Prix
B'ville Spt. Cpe.
Catalina Sedan
Star Chief Sedan

'62
'62
'62
'62

Grand Prix
B'ville Sedan
Galaxic 500
Ramb. Sedan

'61
'61
'61
'61
'61

Catalina Cony.
Impala Cony.
Buick Sta. Wag.
B'ville Sedan
Star Chief Vista

'60
'60
'60
'60
'60

Catalina Cony.
Buick Sedan
Chev. Impala
Olds Sedan
E'ville Cony.

'69
'59
'59
'59

Ford Cony,
Chev. Sedan
Pontiac Sedan
B'ville Vista

Come In Check our
Stock — Check Our
Deal — We'll Sell If
ifs Anyway Possible

)little Pontiac
2553 and 2580 Summer Ave.
OPEN NITELY—FA 74464
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Help wipe out polio in Memphis ant
Shelby County by taking 3 suga.
cubes on 3 Sundays, 5 weeks apart.
On each cube is the new Sabin Ora,
Vaccine! This vaccine is for everyont
from 6 months to 106 years! Watch
the paper for the clinic site nearest
your home! Yes, even tho you've had
Salk, You should take Sabin.

SABIN
ORAL
SUNDAY
DEC.15
4
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''Th. South's Inclop•ndent Ws•ilr''

Malcolm X Answers(
Jackie Robinson
EDITOR'S NOTE: In the
Defender issue of Nov. 16-22,
Jackie Robinson said, in his
coulmn, that he was shocked
at Adam Clayton Powell and
Malcolm X attacking Dr.
Ralph Bunche in speeches.
This is Malcolm X's reply to
Jackie Robinson.
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•
• • • •
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Two Happy Men
Two Prime Ministers, thousands of miles apart, both in geography and ideology, must be
happy these days over racial
troubles in the United States. If
they were within reaching distance of each other, they, undoubtedly, would be slapping
each other on the back with unrestrained glee.
The two happy men are Prime
Minister Hendrick Verwoerd of
the Union of South Africa and
Prime Minister Nikita Khrushchev of the Union of Socialist
Soviet Republics.
In the United Nations, the
United States delegation has
been a consistent supporter of
criticism and condemnation of
the racial discrimination and
segregation policy of the South
African government.
Russia has been sharply criticized in this country, in the
press and elsewhere, for persecuting and repressing its Jews
with a rampage of anti-Semitism. And the American press
recently gave great prominence
to isolated incidents of African
students being subjected to racial prejudice in Moscow.
While it is true that Africans
are bestially discriminated

against in South Africa, it seems
apparent that a virulent form of
racism is practiced in other
countries which have proclaimed their traditions of justice
and equality. The United States
is in no tenable position to be
hurling stones from its vlunerable glass house.
Our country has twenty million loyal and patriotic old-line
citizens who have been driven
into the streets to protest against
widespread discrimination and
denial of full civil rights.
Even the President of the
United States has been placed in
the position of having to plead
for legislation granting more
civil rights to Negro citizens in
a democracy where the people
are supposed to enjoy equal
rights, In this situation. America is in a far more vulnerable
position as a target for the
charges hurled against South
Africa and Russia than those
countries are. We claim to be a
democracy; they do not.
Verwoerd and Khrushchev
must be watching with great
satisfaction as Uncle Satn disports himself with boomerangs.

DARK
SMOMEIEBWEI
by NAT D WILLIAMS
SNEAKING SUSPICIONS
On Radio Station WDIA's
"BROWN AMERICA SPEAKS
FORUM" last Sunday, a group
of Negro Memphians discussed
the following subject: ''WILL
THE NEGRO EFFORT FOR
FIRST CLASS CITIZENSHIP
GO SLOWER OR FASTER
UNDER THE JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION?"
They were addressing themselves to a subject of great
moment to the millions of Negroes in America's population.
It is also a question which is
evidently much on the minds of
other Americans.
The winds from the grassroots among Negroes indicate
that there is a strong current of
sneaking suspicions existing
among them relative to President Lyndon B. Johnson. His
image comes to bat with them
with two strikes called on him
•
in front.
The first "called strike" on
Mr. Johnson, as far as the average Negro is concerned, is that
he is a Southern white man. It
just happens that Mr. Johnson
comes from farther South than
any other President in the nation's history. He was born in
the country . . . with all that
that can mean in a man's outlook and approaches to things.
Those two basic facts feed Negroes' sneaking suspicions.
Then a lot of Negroes can't
get over the idea that Mr. Johnson was one of Mr. Kennedy's
strongest rivals for the Democratic presidential nomination
Many don't voice it, but most
indicate a wonder as to how far
a man's ambitions can make him
go to realize them.
FEARS UNJUSTIFIED
Another "called strike on Mr.
Johnson among the Negro eras*
roots is that called by the great
image for freedom left by the
late Mr. Kennedy. A cry of anguish went up among Negroes
at word of Mr. Kennedy's untimely death. It is difficult for
many of the struggling dark
masses to believe that an,q highly placed American. can replace
him.
So far as their aspirations are
concerned, M. Kennedy was the
acme of friendship for their
cause. They felt his loss as irreparable. And despite the fact
that Roy Wilkins of the NAACP
and other Negro spokesmen held
hurried conferences with the
new President, and came away
with his reassurance that the
Negro's cause will receive hts

full support, the Negro man-inthe-street still has his sneaking
suspicions.
Bu there is good reason to
believe the mass Negro's fears
are not particularly justified in
the case of President Johnson.
The fact that he is a Southerner
shceild not be held against him.
The Negro's greatest friends in
high places in American history
have been mostly men and women of Southern extraction.
Abraham Lincoln was a Southerner by geography of birth and
background. There is too much
of a tendency to forget that
geographical location has little
bearing on the shape of a man's
heart and his attitudes ...even
though it is to be admitted that
environment is a strong factor
in form a personality.
But the shape of a man's
heart is conditioned by other
and more important factors . .
such as religion, upbringing, conditioning experiences, mental
ability, and contacts.
GETS RESULTS
Then there is an. interesting
fact about Mr. Johnson, so far
as the Negro's hopes are concerned, that needs to be given wider
currency.
Mr. Johnson was the guiding
hand behind the passage of the
first civil rights bill to get
through the Congress since the
days of Reconstruction . .. around
a hundred years ago. With his
know-how in working with
members of Congress Mr. Johnson got something done in the
direction the Negro wants when
he was a Senator. He did more
than talk . . . he got results.
Further, Mr. Johnson has undergone what it takes to make
a big man out of any man, if
there is anything at all in him
worthwhile. He has had many
broadening. enlightening, and
helpful contacts. He has his own
convictions. He is skillful politician. He faces a responsibility
to the nation as President. And
to carry out his responsibility to
the people of this nation, he
necessarily must address himself to all ths problems of the
people. He realizes he has the
opportunity to go down in history as a great President. And
he is under pressures. both international and domestic, which
will burn off any dross he may
possess, or refine the basic ingredient in his character into
valuable gold for the country.
So perhaps the majority of
s are right . . . wait and
Negro,
see.

•

•

Dear Good Friend,
Jackie Roosevelt Robinson:
You became a great baseball
player after your white boss
(Mr. Branch Rickey) lifted you
to the Major Leagues.
You proved that your white
boss had chosen the "right". Negro by getting plenty of hits,
stealing plenty of bases, winning many games and bringing
much money through the gates
and into the pockets of your
White Boss.
• * •
In those days, I was on* of
your many ardent tans, your
speed and shifty base running
used to hold me spellbound.
r
,
ts,
And, according to the attack you
111111111111111111111
111111M1111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mmon 1111111111111111111
leveled against me and Congressman Powell in your recent
column. I must confess that,
even today, you still display the
same old "speed," the same
"cunning" and "shiftiness," and
you are still trying to win "The
Big Game" for your white boss.
In this same recent column
you accused me and Dr. Adam
Clayton Powell of misleading
our people. Aren't you the same
ex-baseball player who tried to
11111111411111111111111111111111
"mislead" Negroes in Nixon's
11111111111111111111111111A1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
camp during the last presidential election?
Evidently, you were the only
Negro who voted for Nixon, because according to the polls taken afterward, very few Negroes
were dumb enough to follow
your "mislead."
Today, you confess to our peofeelthe
had
I
y,
that you now think Nixon
truthfull
But,
ple
first
When the tragic news
have been the wrong
would
t
would
ing that the Presiden
hit, like millions of Americans,
man. Aren't you also confessing
have been re-elected. If this hapI gasped with disbelief that here
that if Negroes had been dumb
pened, I would have had no
in America in 1963, a President
enough to follow you three
fears about the progress of the
could be murdered simply behis
under
courageof
struggle
years ago that you would have
man
a
rights
was
civil
he
cause
guilty of misleading them?
been
n.
ration.
convictio
administ
ous
Party
never give up. You are
ic
You
Democrat
If the
What a tragic year this has
now trying to lead Negroes into
chooses President Lyndon Johnbeen, with two great Americans,
Nelson Rockefeller's political
son as its. standard-bearer in
John Kennedy and Medgar
camp.
1964 — and if the Republicans
Evers, paying the supreme sacselect Barry Goldwater. where
rifice because they had given
If you admit that you ,were
the last full measure of devotion.
will the Negro stand?
wrong about Richard Nixon
A noble man is gone. This was
three years ago, how are we to
I wish our new President
a man whom I often criticized.
be sure that you've become so
every good wish in the tough job
But I was thrilled to write in
politically mature in the meanhe faces. But I am not conthis column, several months ago,
work
fine
his
to be right in your choice
despite
time
vinced,
that, in my opinion, the Presitoday? Your "shiftiness" is conwith equal job opportunity or
dent had emerged as the Chief
fusing and very misleading.
his wonderful speeches about
Executive who has done more
equality, that Lyndon Johnson
We hear that you are about
for the civil rights cause than
could sufficiently shrug off the
to be appointed boxing comany other President.
old South traditions and presmissioner of New York State by
I had been critical of him besures to the extent that our
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. Does
cause I believed that strong
fight for freedom will move
this have any bearing on your
pressure must be applied by
ahead.
to get Negroes into
efforts
those of us who believe in huer's camp? Just who
I think I know where Barry
Rockefell
man dignity since such strong
playing ball for today,
Goldwater stands. That is why
you
are
pressure was being exerted by
I believe it is important that
friend?
good
those who do not.
on
the Republican Party line up be. Our people followed you
In these last few months, I
hind the banner of Nelson
the baseand
field
football
the
have felt a deep admiration for
Rockefeller.
ball field, but we are cautious
the courage of Mr. Kennedy; so
If the GOP does this, the
doubtful about your shifty
and
much so that one of his too aides
Democrats will have to seek to
in this political field.
position
you
"Jack,
recently:
me
to
said
find someone who will surely
Mr. Rickey picked you
When
now,
corner
his
in
are certainly
carry on the struggle for human
y and made you
obscurit
from
up
aren't you?"
the devotion and
with
rights
never let Mr.
you
leaguer,
big
a
mainthe
My deep concern for
characterized our
which
bravery
since Mr.
and
down;
Rickey
tenance of a two-party system
fallen President.
Black has given you a well-paywould have led me to campaign
I hope that serious and sober
ing position with Chock-Full-0for Nelson Rockefeller had he
thought will be given to this.
Nuts, you have never let Mr.
received the GOP nomination.
down. And, now, with
Black
ississimississismissississimisini
Ii111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111 111111111111
Nelson Rockefeller promising
to make you the Boxing Commissioner of New York State,
we know you can't afford to let
Gov. Rockefeller down.
Your column also accused me
of attacking Dr. Ralph Bunche.
This is untrue. I have never attacked Ralph Bunche. No Muslim ever initiates an attack on
anyone.
Dr. Bunche had attacked the
Muslims in general and me in
particular from a college cam111i111111 By
AL DUCKETT
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111.111111111111 1 1111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
pus in the state of Mississippi.
His venemous poison was car•
ried by all the major networks.
My reply to Dr. Bunche's unwarranted attack was made
strictly in self-defense (as is this
present letter an answer to your
unjust attack).
If Dr. Bunche's UN position
is supposed to confine him to
ers."
matters "above and beyond'?
On a certain Friday when
As he rode through the streets
America's race problems, whenJohn the Just went into a cercrucithey
Dallas.
of the city of
ever he does escape the confines
tain city known as Dallas. he
fied him.
of UN protocol, why does he alwas wearing on his head a
As John the Just was dying,
crown of thorns of mocking and
his Mary held his head in her
Some of them were scribes who
hateful criticism — and about
hands and the blood of his head
his shoulders the purple robe of
wrote in newspapers and magher.
upon
dripped
the scorned.
And that blood dripped upon
azines and books.
And in that city, for many
the hands of all of those who
days, men had smote him with
And some of them wore housewho
and
had sat in judgement
their harsh words and called out:
wives
and shop-keopert and Innand
had said: "We have a law
"Crucify him! Crucify him!"
die."
to
and learned men and
he
ought
law
keepers
our
by
These men had cried out: "We
Some of those who had said
ministers and judges and policehave a law and by our law he
this were governors of provinces.
ought itizolg because he has
men.
Some of them were counsellors
d as the children
hailed
They laid him in the sepulplaces.
political
and advocates in
of God and therefore as broth-

Jackie
Robinson
Says

Death OfA President
CreatesManyProblems

Know
The
Negro

The Crucifixion
Of John The Just

ways attack our Muslim religious group.
This is the third time he has
attacked our religion. Is he antiIslam?
Since he was in Mississippi
while making this recent speech,
he would have shown more intelligence had he directed his
full attention toward the whites
in that area, who are bombing
Negro chui-ches and murdering
innocent little Negro girls.
•

*

•

4

•

•

Why waste precious time and
energy on us? Muslims don't
bomb churches. Muslims didn't
shoot Medgar Evers in the back.
Muslims have never lynched
anyone.
• • •
Dr. Bunche should realize he
can't fight an effective battle
on two different fronts at the
same time.
He can't fight the Muslims,
and at the same time be effective against the lynchers of Negroes.
But Dr. Bunche seems more
anxious to discredit and destroy
the Muslim religious group than
he does the white lynchers of
Negroes. Whenever I read the dr
speeches he makes for American
consumption, I often wonder if
his script-writer isn't some antiMuslim Israeli?
You also quoted the comedian, Dick Gregory, whose scriptwriter has him saying that most
Negroes never knew the Muslims existed until the white man
put them on television.
I must confess that this is
part-true.
The Muslims have been in the
Negro community for a long
time. But, Negroes, such as
yourself, who regard yourselves
as Negro "leaders" never know
what is going on in the Negro
community until the white man
tells you.
You stay as far away from the
Negro community as you can
get. You never take an interest
in anything in the Negro Community until the white man
himself takes an interest in it.
You, yourself would never
shake my hand until you saw
some of your white friends
shake it.
• • •
Negro "leaders" never knew
Muslims existed until the white
man discovered them. Right today, most of these same Negro
"leaders" know about Muslims
only what the whtie man has
told them.
Finally, good Friend Jackie,
you attacked me for not attending the funeral of Medgar Evers
who was murdered in Mississippi. When I go to a Mississippi
funeral, it won't be to attend
the funeral of a black man!
And you Negro "leaders,"
whose bread and butter depends
on your ability to make your
white boss think you have all
these Negroes "under control,"
better be thankful that I wasn't
in Mississippi after Medgar
Evers was murdered, not in
Birmingham after the murder
of those four innocent little Negro girls.
If my integrity or sincerity is
to be measured in your eyesight
by attendance at funerals of
Negroes who have been murdered by whites, if you should
ever meet with such misfortune
I promise to attend your funeral. Then, perhaps you will be
able to see me in a different
light.
If you should ever become as
militant in behalf of your oppressed people as Medgar Evers
was, the same whites whom you
now take to be your friends, will
be the first to put the bullet or
the dagger in your back, just as
they put it in the back of Medgar Evers.
And I sincerely fear, good
friend Jackie, that if the whites
do murder you, you are still
gullible enough to die thinking
they are still your white friends,
and that the dagger in your
back is only an accident!
Whereas, if whites were to
murder me for the religious
philosophy that I represent and
stand for, I would die KNOWING that it was at the hand of
OPEN ENEMIES OF TRUTH
AND JUSTICE!

•0

• 0.

cher.
On a not distant day, John
the Just will arise in resurrection
Weep notl He shall arise in
resurrection. which will be the
day when a nation and • world
know that God has a law.
Sleep, John the Just!
Awaken from your sleep, ob
people of a sinful world.

•
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The President As A Child
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,
shakes hands with Ghana President Kwame Nkrumah
and
stands next to Kenya Prime Minister Turn Mboya
welcomes Niger Ambassador Abdou Sidikou.

Piiotograph taken when he was about the age of
eight shows the late President John F. Kennedy
shortly after he entered the Dexter School in
Brookline,tMass. Before he could graduate from
Dexter, his family moved to Bronxville, N. Y.
(UPI Telephoto from files).

Death Separated A Famous Pair
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Vice President Johnson watches as do Sen. A.
Secretary,
and behind the President, his Associate Press
AnCrew T. Hatcher.

Previous Presidents Assassinated
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The late President John F. Kennedy
is shown in file 1961 photo with Vice
President Lyndon Baines Johnson,
who succeeds him. President Ken-
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nedy was shot and killed while riding in a motorcade in Dallas, Texas.
UPI Telephoto).

History Repeats Itself

President John F. Kennedy was the fourth chief
executive to be assassinated while in office. The
three others (shown here, left to right) were

Abraham Lincoln, April 14, 1965; James Garfield, July 2, 1881; and William McKinley, Sept.
6, 1901. (UPI Telephoto)
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The late President. John F. Kenned
anis shown after he paid respect toated
assassin
other President who was
Kennedy is
— Abraham Lincoln.
tomb o,
shown leaving Lincoln's ,

Springfield, Ill. The President was
in that city on a speaking engagement prior to the 1962 election.
(UPI Telephotos).

Lyndon Karnes
The new President of the UnIttql States,
and
Johnson, is shown flanked by Rep. Wilkani L. Dawson

Mayor Rithard J. Haley when he ‘rsitert
time ago.
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'Know Your Negro History

everly McDonald To
Be Wed Here Dec.22

The coast-wise slave trade
was forbidden by act of Congreas in 1884.

&or Houseful of
Furniture
15800

Mibei Beverly A. McDonald er T. Washington, she was an
will become the bride of Dal- honor student, a member of
las A. Walker, Jr., in a pre- the Projectors' club, copy ediChristmas ceremony to be per- tor of the yearbook and a memformed at the Vance Avenue ber of A capella chorus.
Church of Christ on Sunday, At Southwestern the brideelect was an honor student, a
Dec. 22.
Announcement of the couple's engagement is made by
her mother, Mrs. Christine McDonald of 600-B Handy Mall.
Mr. Walker is the son of Mrs.
Bertha Walker of Montgomery,
, Ala., and the late Mr. Dallas
!Walker.
! Miss DcDonald was graduated from Booker T. Washington High school and SouthWestern Junior Christian college at Terrell, Tex. At Book-

THE PALACE
CLOTHING CO.
214-16 SO. MAIN STREET
Across from Malco Theatre
Dress your entire family
for Xmas
TV

Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome

l.
21'
17"

$A9

Philco ,

25°
HOUSE of CHROME
""'.4

SFRV E rat<

Discount Furniture Mart, Inc.
525-6618
92 NO. MAIN ST.

OPEN NITELY TIL XMAS
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USED CAR CITY
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USED CARS

1954 CHEVROLET Wagon. Excellent.
R.H , See to Appreciate

995
1960 PONTIAC Catilina. Sport Coupe, 1595 1958 FORD, Sport Sedan, No Money Down,
$ 695
Real Nice, R.H
White W Red Int., Fully Equipped
1962 CHEVROLET Belair, Station Wagon,
1961 CHEVROLET Brookwood Wagon, 4
$1695
4 Door
$ 1495
Dr., Red & White, Real Bargain
1962 IMPALA, Bucket Seats, R.H., See
$ 1895
to Appreciate
Red Interior
Newest
Sport Coupe.
s1495
One Anywhere
895 1963 IMPALA,
Nice

00 Look! THUNDERBIRDS

presents its

A BATTLE OF
MUSIC
"Bowlegs" Miller

BEN BRANCH
vs
GENE "Bowlegs" MILLER
WOLK'S — KEITH SHERIFF

Sat. Nite, December 14, 1963
Mezzanine Ball Room, Ellis Auditorium' 9:00 p.m. until

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

SEE THIS MUSIC SPECTULAR

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Red

and

1961 CORVAIR Monza, 2
W.W. Tires

White, $1595

Dr., R.N., $1495

1961 RAMBLER Wagon, R H ,
Rack, W.W. Tires
1959 FORD RANCH
New

Luggage

WAGON.

Like

Biscayne,
1962 CHEVROLET
RM., W.W. Tires

1962 CHEVROLET Impala Sedan. 4 Or.,
R.H.Reposses. Take Up Notes""'"

s1195
1962 FORD Galaxie (500). Sport Coupe.
$1195
Black. Red Interior, Like New

1956 VOLKSWAGEN Like New

V B

1956 10 1951 - 25 FORDS, CHEVYS, PLYMOUTHS
2 Dr., 4 Drs., Station Wagons, Sedans, Excellent Mechanical Condition.
NO MONEY DOWN as low as $175 to $495
1961 MERCURY Monterey. 2 Or, H.T., $
R.H., Like New

1595

1962 PONTIAC Catilina, Like

New

milk, with extra Vitamin D for sound teeth and straight, sturdy bodies! Left to right: Glenrose, 15:

Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes holding cute little Cary, 2; Clifford, 10; Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, 8; and Carl, 12.

"Every one of my children started on Carnation—and
stayed on Carnation!" declares their remarkable young
mother, Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. and Mrs. Dukes
are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achievements behind them.
Rufus Dukes is manager of a leading auto agency in
Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force after
attending college. The Dukes are developing a 280-acre
farm on which they have built a spacious country home
and are completing a luxurious summer-winter resort.

Their family was featured as "Family of the Month"
in A recent issue of Cart Magazine.
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they
all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for everything—drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should see
what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk,'
•U S. Dept.ol Agriculture Handbook #8, Composition nil wls

recipe •

L

CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
Always juicy-never crumbles

1195

2/3 cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
2 pounds ground beef
/
11
I/2 cup fine cracker meal

HOEHN Used Car City Has 300 Used Cars
To Choose From At All Times.
NO DOWN PAYMENT, WITH APPROVED CREDIT

games
hara
Wand
Davis
Linda
The
Jet c
hreat
choo
Jacks
New
An

1

1960 CHEVROLET Impala, Nomad. New Car, W Old Price

It's Easy To Shop Here, With Plenty of Car Appreciations
UNION at WELLINGTON

ed
by he
Frida
the

BEN BRANCH

1

The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L. Dukes stand as evidence! Carnation is the healthy family

1959 CORVETTE,
Like New

fl itt

Bowlegs Miller Favorite 3 to 1.
Ben Branch Favorite College Set.
Royal Dukes says,
Ben Branch is a choice to win

(3° Look! THUNDERBIRDS

s1195
s1195
$995

awrida,
upt.ITTI

HENRY FORD
1336 Florida Street

?TM?
777177
1963 THUNDERBIRD
1960 THUNDERBIRD
Both Like New, $ave Many $$$$$ Dollars, On These Cars This Week.

Extra Special

scribe.
s
Kansa
ed to
the h
Friday
guests
W. R.

Tickets on Sale at
COLLETTA'S TAILORS
129 Beale Avenue

$1795

1961 FALCON Futura, Sport . B. Seats,
Like New. White, Red Interior

Mrs. E
The
tier w

$1.25 Advance -$2.25 at Door

W Red

1961 CHEVROLET Impala. Red
Interior, R.H., Like New

men.
,Gue
scribe
0.C. 1
Earl
Annet

Dove Gholson, Pres,
L. W. Robinson

O.Z. EVERS
Ph. FA 7-6033

wonde
pen ne
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Thank
Sure al
we ar
preside
life, u
nets ir
rights

Mrs.

3rd ANNIVERSARY
BALL

CALL

$ 495

We ought to keep them in one part of the
country so they could have their own
mayor and police force and such as that."
UPI Telephoto),

THE PROGRESSIVE
SOCIAL

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

1959 PONTIAC, Catilina, 4 Dr., Sedan
$
R.H., Automatic

1960 CHEVROLET Impala, White. Special $1495
Sale This Week

BEVERLY McDONALD

member of the Christian Women's Devotional club, president of the Dorcas club, Southwestern's 1961-62 "Girl of the
Year," and second attendant to
"Miss Southwestern" of 196162.
'YEARBOOK EDITOR
Miss, McDonald was a coeditor of the Southwestern
yearbook, belonged to the 'A
capella choir and was a member of the mixed sextet.
Mr. Walker was graduated
from the George Washington
Carver High school in Montgomery as valedictorian of his
class and attended Southwestern Christian college in Texas.
He was a member of the
Sophomore club, Men's Training Class, the basketball team
and was honored as "Mr. Tau
Phi Kappa" of 1962-63.
The prospective bridegroom
is presently minister of the
Lucas Street Church of Christ
in Athens, Ala.
Following the wedding, the
couple will live in Alabama.

CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

ONE YEAR WARRANTY & ONE HUNDRED PER CENT WARRANTY

kea th
'found
dicame

'THE N----RS ARE TOO PUSHY'
In Boise, Idaho, Milt Freidley, a 62-yearold white janitor bays, "I think they're just
trying to take over too (,od-damned much.
The only way I'd bee fit would he just as
they got it in California in Chinatown.

Licensed and
Bonded

RECEIVE $100" to $100000 CASH DOLLARS BACK
TO DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING AS YOU PLEASE

Money town

ock
esidt

PEST

City of Bargains, Prices, Pocket-Fitting Values.
Trade Your Car at HOEHN Used Car City and

1962 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 Dr., Sedan $1795
Auto., W.W.T., R.H

TB
If yo

Narrated by

We give 10,000 Quality Stamps on with Sales on a Select Group of Cars

USED CARS

011M11+
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choonpgp:rdiiconion
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—The Dow recommended Carnation for Cary, and of
mune we kept him on Carnation after formula clays."
Mrs. Dukes explains. Its the milk every doctor knows.

2 teaspoon salt
1
/
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
Mix ingredients together. Place in loaf
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375"F.)
about 50 minutes. Let stand on a wire
rack about 10 minutes before removing
to serving platter. I Make.6 mednena *minis)
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was presented by the Fisk
TIME FOR THANKS
f you are like your scribe, University dancers under the
t
are still stunned by the direction of Mrs. Mable Love
ock of the assassination of on November 26. The affair
esident John F. Kennedy. was a benefit for the United
065 the world stood still, I Negro College Fund, sponsorClub
*Kind myself in the same pre- ed by the Pre-Alumni
dicament, glued to the TV set of Lane College.
wondering what would hap- CHARM CLINIC HELD
The thirteen annual Charm
pen next.
campus
Is the midst of it all, Clinic was held on the
3,
Thanksgiving came and I'm of Lane College, December
ure all thought how thankful 4, wing the theme "Culture:
we are to have had as our An Attribute to Human Digfeaturpresident a man who gave his nity." The first session
on grace.
life, undoubtfully for his be- ed a panel discussion
good
liefs in trying to exercise his ful living, good grooming,
and
rights for the rights of all manners, and the 'do's
don'ts of Campus Life. Parinn.
Arm!Guests in the home of your ticipating were Misses
and
scribe and sister-in-law, Mrs. strong, Dorothy Rice,
Timothy
0, C. Beck were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Christian and
Stansbury
Earl Jackson and daughter, Thomas. Markhum
The
Annette of Long Island, N. Y. served as moderator.
by Miss
Mrs. Jackson is the sister of theme was introduced
Mrs. Beck and J. A. Cooke. Julia Finch.
Mrs. Lillian Robinson,'interThe traditional family dinof Chatner was in the home of your national cosmetolegist
was guest
scribe. Also visiting Mrs. Beck tanooga, Tenn.,
centerwas Mr. DeWitt Dunlap of speaker on Dec. 4. She
"VIP's"
Kansas City, Mo. Friends call- ed her address around
each pered to greet the visitors in and emphasized that
Perthe home of Mrs. Beck on son is a Very Important
and must
Friday evening and all were son in, his own right
developing
guests in the home of the be individual in
personality
W. R. Bells for breakfast on character a n d
socultural
train to fit in the
garriday morning.
, ciety in which we live. The
ip-ITTLE MISS FETED
the
ittle Annette Jackson was young men as well as
spellbound
ed with a luncheon given young women sat
of enby her cousin, Elsie Cooke on and showed evidence
Friday afternoon. Dining with joying every word said.
Discussion periods closed the
the honoree, after which
night
games were played, were Bar- sessions on Wednesday
A. E.
bara Beasley, Carmen Golden, with Mrs. Cooke, Mrs.
and Rev.
Wanda Watkins, Gwendolyn Kirkendoll, J. Perry
consultDavis, Paulette Holden, and A. David serving as
ants. Dean Marie Penn, dean
Linda Bradley.
college, who
The Jacksons left by Astro- of women at the
years
Jet on Saturday to get a began the clinics thirteen
chairgeneral
breather before returning to age, served as
school Monday morning. Mrs. man.
Jackson is dispatcher for the SAD EVENT
A sad occasion brought to
New York subway.'
chilAn excellent performance Jackson eleven of twelve
dren of the Goodrich family,
the twelveth living in Jackson. It was the death of their
father, Mr. Joe Goodrich. Mr.
and Mrs. Goodrich celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary a year ago and she is
left to mourn his passing. His
funeral was held at St. Paul
CME church on No ember 2

*

SOUTHERN ALUMNI FETE VISITING DIGNITARIES
Southern University Alumni (Memphis Chapter) served
cocktails for their president and other administrators attending the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
at a party in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse II. Turner,
recently. Standing from left are Peter Mitchell, Samuel
Goodioe. Clyde Venson, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Crossley.
Dr. Robert Owens, Dean of the Division of Arts and
Sciences; Mrs. Jesse H. Turner, Willard Bell, Mrs. Clyde

Larry
Venson, Jesse H. Turner, Sr., Miss Marian Lucas,
Timberlake, Mrs. Jewel G. Hulbert of the Memphis World
to r.) 'Dr. Emmitt
and Mrs. Charles Lomax. Seated
C.
Bashful. Dean S. U. Branch, New Orleans; Dr. E.
Lomax,
Harrison, dean of Southern University, Charles
Southern,
chapter president; Dr. F. G. Clark, President of
A
Mrs. ('harles Flowers, Mrs. Helen Rose of Tennessee
& I, Nashville, and Mrs. Samuel Goodloe.

fl

ntil
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JAF:17114
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Dr. R. D. Anderson, professor
of mathematics at Louisiana
State University, will deliver
two lectures at LeMoyne College this Thursday, Dec. 12. He
will speak at 2:30 p. ni. and at
7:30 p m. in the alumni room
of the Hollis F. Price Library
Building.
The lectures are being sponsored by the Mathematical Association of America with financial support of the National
Science Foundation.

Pre-Christmas Tea
At First Baptist
SEEK 'MISS CO-ETTE' TITLE
"Grecian Blue Fantasy" will be the theme
of the annual Charity Ball for the Memphis
chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., and one of these
young ladles hopes to be crow•ied "Miss
Co-Ette" of 1964 at the gala .vent From
left are Misses Sheila Grant, Mirlel Harue,
Delane Graham, Priscilla Marc, and Caritas

Harrison, chairman of candidates. Also
seeking the title is Miss Johanna Sandridge. Miss Twyla Miles, reigning "Miss CoEtte" and chairman of this season's ball,
will crown her successor. Proceeds from
the affair will benefit the United Negro
College Fund and the NAACP.

A pre-Christmas tea was
sponsored by the St. Andrew
AME church's Choir No. 2 at
the church last Sunday afternoon.

Buy Your
1964

BOXED CARDS
Water Color Liems: 2.1
line reproductions.
Scripture Asst.: Set of
20 gold embossed
cards, religious sayings.
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it's A Girl For
The Crawfords
PHILADELPHIA — A week- communicate with their Conend "Religious March on Con- gressmen in favor of the petigress" to urge legislators to tion.
The March on Congress picksupport a discharge petition to
permit the House to vote on ed up momentum after the Naappeared
tional Council adopted a resothe civil rights bill
lution with only a few scatto be developing.
One church leader said what tered "no" votes appealing to
was being organized was "a Christians across the nation to
religious March on Congress urge their Congressmen to supto demonstrate church support port the discharge petition.
for this bill."
Delegates rejected an amendProtestant church leaders at- ment proposed by Episcopal
tending the National Council Bishop John E. Hines, Houof Churches Triennial General ston, Tex., which sought to
Assembly resolved to urge amend the resolution calling
Richard Stringer, former
ministers and parishioners to for support of "adequate civil
merchandise buyer for several
write, wire, telephone or visit rights legislation" rather than
downtown business firms, has
their Congressmen in support endorsing the administration's
teamed up with Richard Buscivil rights bill.
of the discharge petition.
an attorney, to organize
The Rev. Dr. Robert W. The Rev. Dr. Eugene Carson
Educational House, Inc.
Spike director of the National Blake, clerk of the United
Stringer, who lives at 3206
Council's Commission on Reli- Presbyterian Church, pleaded
Walnut Grove rd., said that he
gion and Race, told the 5,000 with delegates not to weaken
has "a real strong organization
delegates he had been assured the resolution, saying:
that will be able to meet the
by legislative leaders that "This is the only possible
needs of every home in the
church support for the dis- action we can take at this
city of Memphis and surroundcharge petition is the only point in history which will do
ing areas."
way of getting the bill onto any real good toward enactRUBY JOHNSON
He said that he was formerly
the floor on the House and ment of civil rights legislawith another book firm and
out of the hands of the rules tion."
"broke all connections with
Bishop Reuben H. Mueller,
committee.
them" when he discovered the
electwill be new assaults in the civil rights
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., leader of
The discharge petition, Indianapolis, Ind., newly
way it was doing business.
movement, especially in Montgomery,
which needs 218 Congressional ed president of the National
the Negro drive for equal rights in the
"make
where the Confederate States of America
signatures, will be placed in Council, pledged to
South, returned with his wife to Montgroup's
came into being. King said, "Maybe the
the well of the house for sig- more prominent" in the
of
anniversary
eighth
the
on
Ala.,
gomery,
activities "the basic purpose
St. Andrews AME church will vice president of the senior natures.
time has come to rock this 'Cradle of the
the Montgomery Improvement Assn. King,
Christian faith."
be the setting on Sunday, Dec. class.
Dr. Spike told United Press of the
Confederacy."—(UTI Telephoto)
there
hinted
wife,
his
with
here
shown
22, for the wedding of Miss He attended the University International that at least one
Ruby Louise Johnson to Sam- of Texas where he was a mem- bus load of church leaders will
for promotion of Negroes into
ber of the famous Air Force leave for Washington early
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—(UPI) uel Fhillip Ranger.
assignments for which there
— A militant segregationist The bride-elect is the daugh- "Orange Wings" drill team. Saturday and that possibly
are no vacancies are not pracdrew a $50 fine and suspend- ter of Mrs. Rosie Johnson of Mr. Hanger was later grad- several other busloads — reped sentence for falsely report- 685 S. Parkway east, and the uated from Lane College where resenting all denominations — To make a durable "Santa's
ticable."
ing that two FBI men were late Mr. Junius Johnson. His he was president of the senior also will make the trip in re- boot" for your mantle this
The demands are "unreasonclub,
business
the
"communists" raiding national parents are Bishop and Mrs. R. class, and
sponse to his advice that "the Christmas, just cut two layers
able," the statement said.
States rights party (NSRP)'E. Ranger of Fort Worth, Texas. secretary of .Alpha Kappa Mu best way to influence your of oilcloth to boot shape and
"To acceed to these demands
headquarters.
While in high school, Miss National Honor society and Congressman is to make a per- overcast the edges with matchdeacon of the J. A. Bray sonal call on him."
require creating -jobs
started
would
picketing
the
ing yarn.
Gerald Q. Dutton, NSRP na- Johnson was a member of the senior
when
—
(UPI)
—
J.
KEARNY, N.
Free and Accepted
tional youth director, said the band and secretary of her sen- Lodge of
In addition to those of the Face the top with a white Western Electric Co. officials that CORE was protesting be- which are ,trot needed, or reMasons.
recorders court conviction ior class.
5,000 delegates attending the cotton cuff and attcach ribbon said that demands by the Con- cause there were no Negroes placing people now on the
She is a recent graduate of MADE 'WHO'S WHO'
would be appealed.
is just not right."
assembly here who will visit as a hanger.
for
center
gress Of Racial Equality in supervisory positions at the job. This
varsity
a
was
He
majorshe
where
Policeman R. L. McGill testi- Lane College
Washington over the weekend, This type of boot is a hand- (CORE) for promotion of Ne- plant and none on the security
and
Dragons
College
Lane
the
education.
sagelementary
in
the,
fied Dutton called police Oct. ed
church leaders said they were some replacement for
groes at the firm's plant in force.
affil- was elected to membership in
Your Negro History
thousands of gy stocking that usually lhold Kearny, N. .7., were "unreas30 and said two "Communists" While In college she was
Curvin and other CORE of- Know
Who in American Col- confident that
"Who's
chapBray
A.
J.
the
with
iated
would Christmas goodies.
were raiding the party headwith R. G. Lawmet
onable."
ficials
and Universities." Mr. delegates and others
leges
Star,
Easter
of
Order
of
the
is
it
of
ter
And because
The French novelist and
madk
quarters, located in a house.
national director of
Alpha Ranger is employed with the
Alexandre Dumas,
washable oilcloth, one flic of Representatives of the New- rence,
dramatist,
Six squad cars nished to the 1v:eel:cat! of Alpha Phi
authority,
Eleclacked
Western
had
for
Machine
motion
personnel
and International Business
a sudsy sponge will kee it ark-Essex chapter of CORE
pere, was the son of a Haitian
the "Communists" were FBI fraternity, "Miss Memphis"
Kearny
explained.
Cuthbertson,
Braxton
company of Memphis.
clean and shiny for years to met for four hours in New- tric, C.
planter and a Negro woman.:
scene, McGill said. only to find secretary of the Memphis club.
His father is bishop of the He asserted that the com- come.
ark with company officials. Works manager, and T. W.
agents Patrick Carr and Mil-, Miss Johnson is a member of
minority
labor
any
of
and
the
absence
of
industrial
plete
Diocese
Smith,
Earlier about 30 CORE pickets
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. Southeastern
fred Runnels.
Race riots took place in CarChurches of God in Christ and members among the Dallas
demonstrated for an hour at relations manager.
Dutton told McGill to arrest ATTENDED U T
force
supervisory
Office
adPost
national
the
of
member
the plant.
History
In a statement issued after teret, N.J. in 1926, in Detroit,
Negro
Mr. Ranger is a graduate of a
Your
Know
the agents, who were standin 1942; and in Los Anvisory board of Bishop 0. T. was evidence that discriminaRobert Curvin, chairman of the meeting, the company of- Mich.,
ing on the sidewalk, for dis- I. M. Terrell High School at
Patrick Henry had a Negro
senior bishop of the tory practices had existed in
said COFtE's "demands geles, Calif., Detroit, Mich.
ficials
week
last
said
ter
cha
h
orderly conduct, McGill said. Fort Worth where he was co- Jones,
o
Melanct
son n m
the past.
captain of his football team and church,
Instead, he arrested Dutton.

Merchandise Buyer
Enters Book Field

Bigot Draws Fine
For Maligning FBI

1

Congress In Making

A daughter, Donna Kathleen,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Dover Crawford, Jr., on Wednesday, Dec. 4, at the E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital. The Crawfords, who live at
1490 Leland, are the parents of
a son, Douglas Patrick, age
two.
Mr. Crawford is head cashier
of the Tri-State Bank of Memphis. Mrs. Crawford is the former Miss Lula Dunford.

St. Andrews Setting For
The Johnson-Ranger Vows

Santa's Holiday Boot
For Your Fireplace

N. J. Plant Hits CORE

Job Plan For Negroes
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Bradley Leads TSU Cagers
To Season's First Victory

SPORTS
,HORIZON
011111111/11/11/1012111y BILL 1ITTL411.111112111MMIIIIIII
derful way to commence the
..11W. BOWL VICTOR
Fullback Oscar Reed closed off-season. The Warriors scorul an illustrious four-year ed 10 victories, dropped one,
ri career at Booker T. Wash- and tied another during the
igton by racking up thre e- season.
auchdowns last Friday night Washington's only loss, a 19'leading the Warriors to a 12 upset to Douglass, prevent2-26, triumph over .Broad ed the scalpers from winning
tleet High of Greenwood, the Prep League title outright.
ilsissippi in the 25th Annual The Warrior shared the city
ue Bowl charity game at championship with Melrose. In
a regular league game, Melrose
lelrose Stadium.
Nearly 5,000 fans looked on was beaten by the Warriors,
,awe as the golden shoes- and a week later, the two heatlad Reed peeled off huge ed rivals tied at 19-19 in a
inks of yardage, including honey of a battle before 9,300
:'ring cruises of 33, 70, and in Crump Stadium.
PACKER PACKS PUNCH
5 yards.
•
T h e important National,
After teammate Ronald
.ster, had put the Warriors Football League televised
head in the first quarter with meeting last week of the Green
74 yard scoring pass to half- Bay-Los Angeles clash producwit Eddie Richards and Broad ed a heated sidelight when the
treet's the Warriors took corn- Packer's defensive secondary
lete command of the game. ace, Herb Adderly came to
Ester fired another TD strike, blows with the Rams' ace pass
his one to Milton Porter, to receiver, Jim "Red" Phillips,
lye Wastington the lead for formerly of Auburn.
le remainder of the game. Adderly was tackled by Phil.eed hiked the margin to 19-6 lips after picking off a Roman
halftime, when he squirmed Gabriel pass. What resulted acis way 33 yards to paydirt. cording to the wire services
hchards got the first of two was that the two players were
rejected after a brief exchange.
lacement kicks.
It was the unstoppable Reed What actually happened was
ho gained over 200 yards for as onesided as the Liston-Patle third time this year in a terson brawl s. Phillips was
Ingle game, that opened the knocked squarely on the seat
econd half scoring with a 70- of his pants by a vicious right,
ard romp. McSwine scored thrown by Adderly who seemaoments later to keep the ed to have been responding
ame from being turned into from words that had transpired between him and Phillips.
rout.
Reed went over from 15 Phillips was revived and helpards out in the fourth period ed to the sidelines as officials
curtailed further action on both
0 ice the game.
players parts.
IEWARDING SEASON
Green Bay stayed in contenFor Head Coach Charles Lolax and his assistants, Joe tion for the Western Confer:arer, Hosea Alexander a n d ence title by burying the Rams
Villie Kelley, it was a won- under a 31-14 avalanche.
----
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Magicians Face Stillman After
Beating Alabama State 98-80

Lester Opens Season
In Championship Form

By EARL S. CLANTON, III 51 with 11:40 left in the game.
NASHVILLE — The long- With Bradley firing 17 of 26
range bombing by Bill Bradley, points in the last stanza, Tenthe "little Kentucky colonel," nessee built as much as a 20 The opening week of the the Cobra senior among the top
staged Tennessee State's come- point (81-61) lead with eight Prep League basketball season scorers.
Bertrand got good scoring
from-behind second-half rally minutes remaining in the game. produced some kind of indicathat blistered Pennsylvania's Sandy Williams, St. Francis' tion of how seven of the eight nights from Redell Smith and
Ct. Francis five 105 to 89 in net burner, kept the Pennsyl- teams are going to have to be Van Lucas, while Virgil Lewis
Kean's Little Garden last vanians out front in the open- content with battling each and Vester Swift carried the
Saturday night.
ing stanza. Williams collected other for second place, conced- offensive load for Douglass.
ing the top spot to defending Lewis tallied 24 points against
"The boys were tight in the 19 of this 35 points in the first champions, Lester Loins. This Manassas and 21 against Carfirst half," Coach Harold Hun- half. St. Francis had Gene De- would be rational thinking, but ver.
ter surmised. "Although we berardinis with 20 and Jerry with the strange reversals of Booker T. Washington's Bill
trailed 43 to 45 at intermission, Freifrich firing 12 in a losing form, prevalent in sport annals, Johnson had a 25 point average
I just tried to calm the boys cause.
the rest of the cage coaches in a pair of losing causes.
down. They had a lot of pres
Coach Hunters' Bobby Ed- will demand that the Loins NATIONAL CHAMPS HERE
sure on them because they monds (18), Ron Smith and earn their honors.
The national and state chamwanted to make a good show-—Lawrence Nixon (14) each, and
pion Pearl High team of Nashing before the homefolks."
Obie, Snyder (10) hit in the Lester did just this week by ville,Tennessee invades MemHamilton 84-58, and
Bouncing back into the win double figures along with drubbing
manossas 102_51 Melrose, h
.
- phis for a pair, of games with
column after losing 78 to 72 Bradley.
Washington Friday night and
ured
to
Coach
Spilbe
one
of
to the 1963 NAIA hardwood
After a game in Memphis
Lester Saturday night. These
champions, Pan American col- Monday night with Lane Col- lers' closet pursuers, kept pace intersectional contests should
lege, last Monday, the Hunter lege, the Big Blues will head with Lester by out racing Fa- go a long way toward evalua-- Coached Big Blues knotted for Portland, Oreg., for the ther Bertrand 78-70, and drop- tion of the true
strength of
g Mauassas 68-55. Douglas
the game 47-47 in the first. sec- Knightsp
of Columbus InvitaLester. The red and white clad
onds of the second half.
tional Cage Tournament. After and Bertrand also scored a pair visiting Tigers are perennially
Bradley, Coach Hunter's defending themselves as KC of victories but each drew a the team to heat in Tennessee.
smallest man, fired a 30-footer champs Dec. 13, 14, the Tigers defeat.
Pearl might run into trouble
to put the Tigers ahead 53 to will head for Hawaii.
The Red Devils surprised against Lester's height
advanManassas 58-33 and topped Car- tage. The Lions lost to Pearl in
ver, 50-45, in an upset. Douglas the finals of the state tourney
down 35-41 with five minutes last Mardi.
to play, ran out of gas and
Vic Rouse and Lee Hunter,
Bertrand hurried to a 57-41
who can be seen at Memphis
conquest. The Thunderbolts
State when Loyola of Chicago,
faced a 22-19 deficit at halfmoves into town in January,
time. Bertrand defeated Washare products of Peary High.
ington 71-60. The Warriors also
TEAM
W. L. PCT.
rapped a decision to Carver,
Melrose
2
0
1.000
67-59, after leading at halfLester
2
0
1.000
time,
Bertrand
2
1
.887
Baptist Industrial college at
By some strange hitch in the
2
1
.887
Hernando, Miss., has made schedule, Hamilton was sched- Douglass
1
1
.500
plans to observe a "Day of uled only once while all other Carver
Hamilton
0
.000
1
Fellowship at the college, an- teams played at least twice.
Washington
0
1
,000
nounces Rev. Charles W. Guy, With all eyes glued on Les- Manassas
0
3
.000
ter's Richard Jones; his 6' 7"
director of the celebration.
teammate Charles Paulk led
Featured speaker will be Rev. the Loins in scoring with 24
J. E. Clark during an 11 a.m. and 32 points. Jones didn't fair
IN LITTLE ROCK
program. Music will be suppli- badly either, with a two-game
Airman James Jones, Jr., of ed by the Oak Grove Church average of 20 points. Bobby
Smith's 34 against Bertrand
LeMoyne College is offering
Memphis. has been reassigned choir. At 2:30 p.m. Dr. William
and 22 hooped against Manas- its annual entrance examinato the Little Rock AFB. Ark.,
F. Davis of Jackson, Miss., will sas, topped Melrose's point pro- tion to high school seniors this
for training and duty as a be the guest speaker. Music ducers.
Saturday, Dec. 14, at 9 a. In.
warehousing specialist after will be furnished by Mrs. W. Carver's Bill Gilliland also The exam will be given in the
completing basic at Lackland P. clay of Memphis and sever- had a 30 point preform,ance to Brownlee lecture hall. A $2 fee
AFB, Tex. A 1963 graduate of al choirs, reveals Rev. Guy.
go with a 25 point game to put is required of each student.
Booker T. Washington High
school, he is the son of Mrs.
Ruby I.. Jones of 290 Olmstead

I Fellowship Day
At College In
Hernando, Miss.

THE SMALL AND THE MIGHTY
A .combination which always means extra yardage

for
their respective football teams is Gene Mingo, the "magic
toe" of the Denver Broncos, and Willie Simpson, voted
the most valuable player of the National Jewish Hospital's Bobcats. Mingo was among the Bronco stars who
attended the famed free, non-sectarian chest disease
center honoring the hospital's spunky little team. Bobcat
players are all patients, recovering from asthma, tuberculosis and other respiratory illnesses. Willie, who hails
from Brooklyn, is bring treated for asthma, lie got an
autographed football and the offer of a berth on the
Broncos "when he gains about 100 pounds."

Three Memphis Men Corn plete
Basic Training At Lackland

LACKLAND AFB, Tex. -- C'. Dunlap, Jr. Willie B. Bal- attend the course for air policeMonroe Curmen.
The Magicians of LeMoyne
Three Memphis, men have lard and Tommy L. Walker,
Airman Ballard is the son
;ollege take on another strong rin. and James
completed United State Air
Airman
Dunlap,
son
of
Mel
of Mrs. Louvinia Robinson of
ion-conference foe this Friday Gordon were
Force basic military training
and
Mrs.
Leoard
Boyd,
Sr.,
of
1655 Orr St. He attended
ight, Dec. 13, at 8 o'clock on again the scorhere and are being reassigned
'le Bruce Hall floor, going ing aces for Leto technical training courses. 2545 Spottswood ave., will be Douglass High school prior to
trained
as
a
cook
at
Ft.
Lee,
Stillman
entering the service:.
gainst the invading
They are Airmen Christopher
Moyne last
Va. He previously attended
Airman Walker, grandson of
;ollege five from Alabama. Saturday night
Melrose
High
school.
quint
Mrs. Leora Walker of 567 S.
fast-moving
itillman's
as the MagiciAirmen
Ballard
Alabama
and
Walker
victory
over
Mendenhall,
is a 1963 graduate
a
olds
ans pounced upare remaining at Lackland to of T. W. Patterson High School.
Sate, the same team LeMoyne on Alabama
eated 98-80 here last Satur- State. Currin
mAt.
dropped in 29
After the out- points and GorJ. Gordon
ing with Still- don got 27.
man, the LeCurrin has a total of 114
Moynites p 1 a y points for the first four games
, one more game
average of 281/2
before the for a game
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Gordon's total on the
Christmas holi- points.
end: 85.
days, going week
Defender to address below
iagainst Ala- SHOW POTENTIAL
12
Ham.laric,
Robert
Capt.
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
bama State at
Montgomery on points, and Robert Nelson, 7,
team,
members
of
the
veteran
Dec. 19.
M. Currin
During the proven valuable throughout IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
onth of January, the Magici- the night against Alabama, as Airman Willie 11. Joihnson, son
TO
:ns will unreel four home did Verties Sails, Cleophus of Mr. and Mrs. Grant L. Parlames, meeting Tuskegee, Jan. Owens and Paul Lowery. ham, Sr., of 787 Josephine at,,
3; Knoxville, Jan. 7; Dillard, Jimmy Charlton was out with Memphis, has been selected for
a bad toe.
Tan. 13, and Miles, Jan. 15.
LeMoyne freshmen James training and duty as a physical I Street Address
- OAD GAMES
Zone No
Four games will be played Sandridge, Marion Brewer, Ed- therapy specialist at Lackland
City
State
on foreign soil the same month ward Brents, Robert Hardaway AFB, Tex. He is a 1939 gradwith LeMoyne taking on Lane and Thomas Harding showed uate of Melrose High school
at Jackson, Tenn., Jan. 10; real potential. Sandridge, who and has attended Los Angeles
Tuskegee at Tuskegee. Jan. 25; is beginning to loosen up, ac- City College, the University of
Benedict at Columbia, S. C., counted for several thrilling Southern California and 1,os
Jan. 28, and Allen at Columbia, moments during the floor bat- iAngeles Mntropolitan College of
Jan. 29.
Business.
_

LeMoyne Entrance
Exam Scheduled

ty

New Subscription Order PA

Liston Talks Of Clay Bout
As Just Anothe'r Ring Fight
DENVER — Sonny Liston,
world's heavyweight boxing
champion who will defend the
crown against Cassius Clay
in Miami, Feb. 26, was asked
to comment on the bout yesterday and did.
Said Liston: "I feel the same
way about this fight as I did
it

ft

SEE FRANK FOR

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
GIFT SIZES

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

Speeial Inritotion to Lollies

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
old

ARK EYES

before the two Patterson fights,
that I would win by a knockout. Sure Clay does a lot of
talking, makes big promises,
but can he fight? I am sure he
will be unable to accomplish
much, certainly not victory,
when we meet for the title."

Melrose Graduate Sent To Keesler
KEESLER AFB, Miss. — Airjapan Third Class Morris Wilson of Memphis, Tenn., has
arrived here for assignment
with a unit of the Air Training Command.
Airman Wilson, a supply
specialist, previously was stationed at Goodfellow AFB, Tex.
The airman, a graduate of

NOTICE

Melrose High school, is the son
RADAR OPERATOR
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward WilArman Willie H Johnson, son
son of 980 Boston St., Memphis.
of Mrs. Rose L. Jackson of 1160
Know Your Negro History Fountain et., has been sent to
Keesier AFB, Miss., for trainThe National Association for
ing as a USAF radar operator
the Advancernment of Colored
training
People was established in 1909 after completing basic
by liberal whites—many of at Lackland AFB, Tex. He is a
them descendants of abolution- 1963 graduate of Brooker T.
Washington High school.
ists.

A great favorite in Memphis

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered.
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

0

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number_
AMail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

100 or so FiZOOr
ffiSTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES 8. BEAM ?STILLING CO.,
CLERMONT, Kr.
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UNCF College Choirs
Sing'Gloria' On ABC

Farmer Upholds Johnson Despite
His Southern Background, Accent

Big Turkey Tale

LONDON, Dec. 6 - (UPI)
- A 60-pound, 13-ounce
NEW YORK - (UPI) - themselves surrendering Ne- turkey, believed to be
a world
James Farmer, head of the gro votes next year if they are record weight, was sold
at
Congress of Racial Equality, laggard about the civil rights auction at the International
said President Johnson was a
Poultry Show for $784, a
dedicated supporter of civil
think they ought to wake world record price.
rights despite his So'bthern up because many of them are
Bernard Thompson, who
background.
coming up for re-election, and bought his bird, said he will
Farmer, speaking on a radio after a.1 the Negroes have give it to a hospital for 200
interview, "Let's Find Out," votes, and liberals have votes Christmas dinners.
said that Johnson's Texas ori- and labor votes," he said.
gin and Southern accent t'reat' "Incidentally," Farmer raid,
ed a problem for turn. particu- "The Republicans are holding
larly with Northern Negates. back on
. . putting their
'Very frequently when the signatures on the discharge
Solve Your Problems Southeiner begins speaking, petition," necessary to get the
With a Smart, Low Cost
"Farmer said, "The Negro's civil rights bill out of the House
mind closes up because that ac- Rules Committee.
Real Estate Loan
cent represents for him bias of Farmer said he thought the
the past.
bill should come to the. House 60 Flat Monthly Payments
"I -think, however, that Mr.
Johnson has shown his dedl. floor before Christmas.
Approx.
cation to this cause and he
Cusll You
Mo.
desperately needs the civil Know Your Negro History
GetPayments
rights bill, and I believe he'll
S 12.90
Alexander Pushkin, founder $ 500.00
get it."
$1,000.00
S 23.70
of
modern Russian literature, S1,500.00
Farmer, who met recently
S 34.50
with the President, also warn- had a full-blooded African Ne- $2,000.00
$ 45.50
ed Republicans they day find gro among his progenitors.
$2,500.00
S 56.20

Musical interpretations of On the first week five Unit"Gloria in Excelsis Deo" repre- ed Negro College Fund choirs
senting the song of the angels were heard in interpretations
on that first Christmas, are be- by Palestrina and Bach and by
ing heard during the first three the contemporary composer
weeks of December on the Thomas Cousins.
A BC Radio Network Negro They included the choirs of
College Choir series.
St. Paul, Lawrenceville, Va.;
Paine, Augusta, Ga.; Knoxville,
Knoxville, Tenn.; and Raleigh
and Livingstone of Salisbury,
N. C.
The Fisk University choir,
under the direction of Robert
H. Jones, opened its program
th1s week with excerpts from
the "Gloria" by the modern
WISE OWL CLUB ADDS MEMBER
OCALA, Fla.-(UPI)-Po- French composer, Francis PouThe latest member added to the Wise Owl
safety glasses when a lens was shattered
lice arrested 12 men and wo- lenc, who died this year.
Club of America at the Memphis Army
men, identified as University The Knoxville Symphony
by a foreign object. The Wise Owl club is
Depot is Ernest Bobo, center, shown reof Florida students and teach- orchestra will accompany
sponsored by the National Society for the
the
ers, on breach of peace charges choir of Knoxville college
ceiving congratulations and a lifetime
Prevention of Blindness and is composed
in
in anti-segregation picketing excerpts from the
membership certificate from Col. Shelby
of 25,000 persons who have averted blindVivaldi
here.
L.
Gillette, commanding officer of the
"Gloria" on Dec. 15, With KC's
ness by wearing safety glasses. Nine persons
The 12 were arrested while Nathan Carter directing
Depot. Bobo, of 5067 Ford Road, a sandboth
at Memphis Army Depot are members.
picketing a block in downtown the chorus and the
orchestra.
blaster helper at the base. was wearing
-(7.5. Army Photo)
Ocala along with about 20 Christmas carols
will be
Negroes. Police Chief Kenneth heard the week beginning
Dec.
Alvarez said the white picket 22. They will be sung
by choirs
were arr9ted as "outside of Wiley college,
That reads as follows'
Marshall,
"NOW"
LONDON -(UPI)- Chris- suicide of her sponsor in high
agitators."
Texas, Paine and St. AugusSize 9 inches by ri inches
tine Keeler, the .callgirl of the society.
But the Negroes were allow- tine.
Can be placed on your car or Window. Price $1.00
Profumo scandal, came to the Christine suddenly pleaded
ed to continue their picketing. Stillman college
of TuscaSend check or money order to:
end of her fling in the big guilty on the second day of
The students and instructors loosa, Ala., will close
the 1963 The U.S. Air Force has an
city when she was sentenced her trial and was sentenced .to
were transferred from the city UNCF-ABC
FASHION ENTERPRISES
choir series with urgent need for electronics and
to nine months in prison for nine mohths for perjury and
to the County Jail after bonds a program directed
by Richard mechanical minded young men trying
6651 Michigan Avenue
to railroad one of her six months for obstruction of
of $500 each were set. The
Chicago 37, Illinois
justice. The terms will run
Negroes disbanded shortly after M. Turner, III, during the week between the ages of 17 and 27. Negro lovers to jail.
Interested persons should appy The 21-year-old redhead ex- concurrently.
the arrests, then later resumed of Dec. 29.
to take ae Air Force Aptitude changed her elegant West End
picketing in greater numbers.
Test by contacting the local clothing for prison costume
The white woman pickets Know Your Negro
History Air Force Retruiter in Room only five- years after she left
wore black veils and the men
wore black hearts pinned to Many of the slaves arriving 38 of the Federal Office build- the converted railway car she
called home in the country to
their sleeves. They said they in America were transported ing, 167 N. Main St.
were mourning the death of from the West Indies, where If you have been administer- start the career as a playgirl
they
were
trained
in
plantaed
the
test, the scores are good that led to the resignation of
President Kennedy and of civil
tion work.
indefinitely.
a cabinet minister and the
rights, police said.
Altrarez said he had been
warned beforehand that there
would be some pickets from
1954 Chev., 210 powerglide, extra FULL OR PARTIME AGENTS
TO
clean. $395.00 cash, after 5:30 p.M.,
the university. He said he consell houeenold appliances and furniplease cull - GL 2-3273.
ture.. Liberal cornmiasion with chance
sulted with city Prosecutor
2 TON CHEVY STEP.IN VAN. AI.L to own mocks in a growing concern.
Fred Krim and County ProALUMINUM
BODY.
DUO
BACK High school senior. or graduates. EspeWHEELS, CAPACITY $2.000 Lb.. cially solicited. 13 weeks course in
secutor E. G. Musleh, and it
Excellent
condition.
Call
Strid malesmanship offered free.
"733972
Phone 398-7956
was decided that the outside
demonstrators constituted a
NI(.116 HOME FOR RENT
LARGE ROOMS • HALF BATH.
3
breach of the peace.
retired or uttled couple. Near popu-

Arrest 12 In
Fla. Rights
Demonstration

US. Air Force Term
Needs Mechanics

NEED MONEY?

$5,000.00

FREEDDM NOW STICKERS

Begins For Christine

$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank - ,

Classified Ads...

Autos For Sale

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UPI) - A Negro integration
leader said plans are being
made td "march through Alabama like Sherman marched
through Georgia."
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
treasurer of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, said Negroes should "confront Mr. (Gov. George Wallace and tell him we want to
be free."
The Atlanta Negro, former
president of the Montgomery
Improvement Association here,
told the organization the march
would be "the beginning of a
total assasilt of the system of
segregation in Alabama."

ONE BOOK CASE. BED. COMPLETE
mattress and florins, one dresser.
2 chest of drawer., one weaning machine. One dinette set, one sewing
machine, CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
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Fiorillo of Mel•mare

in major cities, has worked

closely with Johnson, who
formerly headed the President's Committee on Equal',
Employment Opportunity.

SALESMEN WANTED

No back notes to pay
Only $11.93 per mo.
Call Earnest Jones
WH 6-9591

Salary Guaranteed
$0.00 A Week

.1644

For Sale Misc.

j

5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road math of
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.

W• Must SMI

Hav• lee.
of Used Cars
SLASHED
In Nor
se Tio Rose'
nest 10 does.

We Have Overstocked
Our Used Car Lot
With '64 Buick
Trade-Ins!

„ And They're Still
Trading Like Mad on
'64s. This is your
Opportunity to Save!

SALESMEN WANTED
Men needed for permanent potation
Sigh school education required.

Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue
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You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
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Houses For Sale

HOUSES FOR RENT

s

647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month

Call BR 2-2115

HOUSE FOR RENT

'710 Madison 7 rownt and bath
$30.00 a month. apply 726
house- Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

Chnk Cur Ads Daily

Houses For Sale

Houses For Sale

ATTENTION: A BETTER HOME

FOR SALE

•

Looking for a better home, Ideal central
location, near
churches, schools, parks? See this 3 bedroom brick
home,
separate dining room, fenced yard, garage, in
ideal A-1
condition. Prompt possession if desired. FOR SALE
BY
OWNER. FHA, $400.00 down. Call BR 6-1585.

'N

ATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS
• LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
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176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

MADAM BELL
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25 SALESWOMEN TO SELL ,
ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Opportunity to the people who qualify.
High School graduate and College
Student can earn up to $500.00 From
now to Xmas. Call 323-9464.
For intervievr,Mr. Stringer

MONEY TO LOAN
_
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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Special Services

ST.

IS

He

Full or part time agents to sell
hold appliance and furniture. Liberal
commission with Challee to own stock
Will do typing In my home or office. In a growing concern. High school
seniors or graduates. Especially soildted.
323-4657
13 weeks course in salesmanship ofEarn $50.00 or more weekly in your fered free.
PHONE 398-7956
home. Write; Benjamin Hunter Box
Shut Repair courses Illustrated .1,
0
4463. Chicago. Illinois 80607
by Cep. Self study lessons. Study in
your :spare time in your himie. Own
HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
Your own business or woik for others,
for qualified, intereeted person who
Complete course $211.00. Post paid.
deldres to make $50 to $100 per week
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt. 81-1,
during spare time. No age limit. For
Gumpers Homes, East St. Louis, Ill.
further information call 942-5639 Monday theta Friday 9 to 5 p.m.
alARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAIO
Owen College Student desires to do
jobs. 535-555 wk. Fare advanced.
Typing in Home or will go to the
Mallory Agency
Office call 323.4892 Miss AltOrla
Lynbrook, N. Y.
Garner

LOAN OFFICE.
EPST162-164-16
EIN6 BEALE

fp* eutornobll• 5., all the fril;ti 11,a+ Evlcli maim Factocy'•ir condMonins 1,11 power 6.10'
coiwo i•ether interior etc 71ils oa, o • owassoi.on and ell you do Is TAKE UP THE NOTES!
IS

BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9282.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.

H

CHECK THESE BIG VALUES
WAS

Willing to work 3 or 4 hrs. a day
$35.00 - $65.00 weekly selling
Costnetira and
Household
needs
Apply 300 East McLernore
9 A. M - 11 A. M

2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4
Meng automatic self opening pushbutton acetate umbrellas, $3.00 ea.,
Blue denim shop aprons $1.25 ea.. Long
playing Phonograph records of Ray
Charles. H.R. King, Duke Ellington,
Etta Jame.. Teddy Wilson, Erroll
Garner, etc. $1.50 ea. We Day Poet.ge
Write
illustrated
for
price
sheet:
25 SALESMEN TO SELL
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
ENCYCLOPEDIAS
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Opportunity
to the People who qualify
III. - 60653
High
School graduate and
College
Student can earn up to $500.00 From
now to Xmas. Call 323.9464.
elp Wanteo
For interview Mr. Stringer

S100 000 Worth

star

MEN LEARN A TRADE

LAUNDRY MAT
For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable buittnem. 3 double
load washers new. For further infor.
mation call 948-9620.

U•ed C.. Prices

Elegant English
Brick
home. Top
Coned. prestige
district. Four bedrooms. Full tiled basement. Panoramic
view. Two fireplace., double plumb:rig Large, beautifully landscaped lot.
Lovely condition. Unumial view-recreation room. wailed in glass, with private entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or stibtile business use. Could Repaintmoderate amall group 01 two families Lease $200, sell on assumption.

r:T!new.

For Women or Men

WANTED
2 Beauticians with followings to
work in modern shop. Apply 300
East Mcleanore
Ph. 9413-8689

LeM
dire
a co

Seattle, Washington

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertisEAst 3-6262
ing in the Memphis mail:et.
56.000 handles
We pay 25 per cent and 301
Lenore Hartley
per cent contract commission'
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
6 ROOM HOUSE
236 South Wellington Street 6 room 2 bebhor or
0. 5.
; 21i.bt
1g
"
Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone 324-0485
WANTED
WITH CAR OR STATION
WA01151
MUST RE A fin HETTER
o deliver and *on pewees weekly
Winery plus commis:non
New
Trt•State
Publishing
CoMpany
236 South Wellington Street

L_

per-

fume

JORDAN LUMBER CO.

lar bus line. Stove FURNISHED,
SR 2-3237
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING
$50 to $100 during' your spare time?
A Great opportunity awaits you for
limited time only. Call 942-5639 Immedlately for appointment and further Information Momiay theta Friday .9 to 5.

Call Mr. Hale
948-9508

Houses For Sale

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

63 Motorola Stereo
Take up payments

DISTRIBUTORSHIP - French-type
Imported Easence Conmetica Capable
l•dies, gentlemen. Bate. Training program $7.95 on LP record for appointing agente. etc. Your minimum Inventory Inveetment saleable 9-bottle
set $3.00. Enclose brief resume.
recent photo for distributorehip consideration. Marvin Chandler. 8-H Domper, East St. Louis, Illinois.

th•

Asks LBJ For
Crash Job Program
WASHINGTON - (UPI) The executive secretary of the
National Urban League asked
President Johnson to undertake a "crash effort," including a public works program,
to ease Negro unemployment.
The official, Whitney Young,
Jr., discussed Negro school
dropouts, delinquency, a n d
unemployment with Johnson
at a 45-minute meeting at the
White Hous e. He said the
main discussion centered on
the fact that 15 per cent of
the Negro labor force is unemployed.
Young said that the Urban
League does not regard the
new President "as a Johnnycome-lately in the field of civil rights."
He said the league, an interracial group with 65 affiliates •

Help Wanted

Furn. For Sale

°1°14

OUTDOORS

Cleric Plans
Ala. March

Help Wanted

•

•

- •-

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
'Ibis is her new office at the Nlissis•
sippi State Line. 5IADAM11 BELL
is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband,
Wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourageq
If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will
read life to You
just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why
your job or business is not a
success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI/AM
BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South;just over Mississippi State line on the way to
Hernando.' Her home
is 2 blocks below where
she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to
look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked
Whitehaven Stale Line
and Ret off at State I,ine and
walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West
Memphis.)
.1
MADAM BELL'S 1,1"11
/
411)SIGN.

•

